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Young Wild West At Six ~pot flat
OR, THE JOKE THAT MADE A FORTUNE
•
By AN OLD 3COUT

•

CHAPTER !.-Some Fun At Six Spot Flat.

Me velly smartee Chinee; you velly smartee mule.
·
Gittee ap ! Hully uppee !" .
"Here yer are, boys Let's have some fun with
The little long-eared creature at once started
ther Chink !"
on a trot, and the rider's feet almost touched
; It was a big, raw-boned' man, whose principal the ground as it hurried straight for the open
of
pair
attire was a greasy yellow shirt and a
door of the shantv hotel. It seemed that everywell-worn corduroy trousers that were tucke!!l in body was laughing now.
a pa ir of high-topped boots, who gave utterance
Others were coming to .t he scene, too, but they
to the words. He was waving a wide-brimmed all gave way for the little mule, and straight into
or
dozen
a
at
hat and looking over his shoulder
the barroom of the place it went.
more roughly-dressed men who were standing i~
"Hey, there, what's the matter?" a corpulent,
Arifront of the shanty hotel at Six Spot Flat,
middle-aged man called out excitedly, as he hurzona. It was not strange that such a n invitation riedly a rose from a chair. No doubt he had been
should be given, for a few seconds before the man taking a nap, for he looked around in an aston-.
spoke a Chinaman appeared around the corner ished sort of way, and then fixed ;his gaze upon
of tl-te big shanty, riding a rather small mule. It the mule and its rider.
cou,d easily be called a comical sight, and it
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Melican Man,"
But
signaled a bfirst of lauthter from the crowd.
the Chinaman said, as he swung his right foot
not satisfied with having a good laugh, one of over the mule's head and bowed to the astonished
the miners wanted to have some fun with the proprietor of the place. "Jennie wantee some Ii
"Chink.''
tanglefoot."
Two or three followed him toward the Celestial,
The crowd came rushing in then, and as if he
who, by the way, had turned the mule directly
had not heard the boisterous merriment before,
toward the shantv hotel.
. "Hello, heathen! Wher e did yer come from?" the stout man frowned sligntly and then called
the leader asked, laughing, as he ran up close out:
"What does this all mean-, anyhow? Can't a
to the mule and came to a halt.
"Me come flom China," was the calm reply. felle1· take adittle doze without havin' a rumpy
to wake him up? What's the heathen doin' here
"Me allee sa:qiee velly smartee Chinee, .so be.'
"Hear that, boys ? He says he comes from with this here mule, anyhow? An' what are you
China! Would anybody here ever have thought all .laughin' at?"
"Git around behind the bar an' 'tend to business,
of such a thing? Why, I would have bet that he
came from Dutchland, or some other place about Jake," the tall, raw-boned man called out. "Didn't
seventeen thousand miles from here. Haw, haw, you hear the heathen say that the mule was dry
an' wanted a drink?"
haw!"
"Don'-t trv to make a fool of me, Big Lem. I
The man laughed uproariously, and then 'several
joined in, though a few did not appea to think reckon if the mule wants a drink there's plenty of
·
it so very funny, after all.
water in the trough out at the end of the house."
· "Whattee mattee?" the Chinee asked, as he • · "You don't understand, Jake," and Big Lem.
stopped his mule before the few who had followed as he was called, laughed again. '-'The heathen
·
says the mule wants some tanglefoot. We're all
Che leader to meet him.
"He's a skin' what's the matter, boys. What waitin' to see it drink.''
do you think of that? I ·don't see nothin' the
The Chinaman nodded to the proprietor as if to
matter, do you?" and then the big, raw-boned verify the statement. Then he su~denly turned
miner fairly doubled'up with mirth.
to the man nearest him and made a grab at his
• "You allee samee velly funny Melican man," ear. Much to the surprise of that individual,
the ,Celestial said, blandly and then he patted as well as all the rest in the place, the heathen
the mule gently on the neck and added: "Gittee seemed to pull a string of sausages out of the
4P~ Jennie. You allee samee wantee dlink of ear.~
~ o o t . Me wantee dlink of tanglefoot, too.
"Whateee mattee?" he asked. holdin.1r uo tM
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string and looking amazed. "You velly• funny
Melican man. Maybe you allee samee butcher."
"Hold on a minute, heathen,'' the victim said,
stepping back in a startled way. "I reckon them
things didn't come out of my ear, nor they wasn't
on me anywhere."
"You velly muehee mistakee. Me pullee um
sausages flom you ear. Maybe you gottee somethling more. Me lookee."
"Keep away from me," and the man backed a
little further.
But the Chinaman followed him up, and when a
couple of the others held him so he could not run
out of the place, as he no doubt would have done,
he quietly submitted, while the Celestial felt in
· his pockets.
.
·
"You allee samee butchee, so be, ' and then out
aame a ham-bo'ne from the miner's hip pocket.
There was no question about it having · been
there, ior quit_e a few saw the Chinaman open the
pocket and deliberately take it out.
'
"Sassages an' a ham-bone!" Big Lem exclaimed,
bu' this time he did not laugh, for he was too
mueh amazed for that. "It's easy to understand
that you could have a ham-bone, Bill, but them is
the first sassages I've i;een in a . dog's age. I
didn't know there was any to be had in Six Spot
Flat."
The Chinaman looked sharply at Bill .and then
suddenly ?Seized him by the ·e nd of the nose and
gave a sharp Jerk. As .his h'.and ·came away there
was another string of sausages held by his fingers.
"He allee samee full of sausage, so be," was
the tomrnent. "Lis v.elly stlange.. Now len, me
cookee um sausage, and exelybody eatee."
He looked around and, seeing that one of the
miner!> had a rather high-crowned soft hat, he
- steppPd over to him and said:
"Me ·wantee you hat 1illee while."
"Want my hat, eh? Well, go ahead an' take it,
heathen. It's ·putty well played out, so I don.'t
, care what you do -with it. I've got -anothei:. one at
, _ my c;hanty."
"Me nii huitee. If me do me pay you fivee
dollee."
.
"All right, then. Take the hat. But what are
you goin' to do with. it?"
"Me eookee um sausage, so be. Jj:velybody
watchee."
The ;Chinaman walked to the little bar at one
corner of the big room and, putting the two
strings of ~ausage in the hat, he placed it upon
the bar.
"Now len, evelybody watcl;l.ee," he called out,
looking around .as if he wanted them all to see
what .he intended to do. But it was not necessary
to teil them to -watch, for they were doing that
from the word "go.'' •
Coolly striking a match, the Chinaman waited
until there was a good -flame to it, and then he
" dropped it into the hat and stepped back.
A second jater there· was a sharp report, and
the hat flew from the bar in a blaze.
"Lat too bad," the Chinaman declared, as he
ran to it and jumped upon it with both feet to
extinguish the flames. "Me makee lillee mistakee.
Me wantee cookee sausages, but somethling blowee
uppee."
"Say, Lem,'' one :of the miners said, in a aolemn voice, "I sorter reckon you -made a little
mistake when you said you wanted to have some
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fun with the Chink. It sorter seems as if he's
havin' fun with us.''
"It do seem that way," admitted the big rawboned man. "I don't feel half as much like laughin' as I did a little while a~.- What in thunder
does it-all mean, anyhow? Where did the heathen
come from, I wonder? He sartinly couldn't have
rode very far on that little mule."
"Me velly smartee Chinee,'' came from the
heathen. and then he turned his fu]] attention to
the surp · ed man behind the bar and said:
"Me wantee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, and Jennie·
wantee dlink of water. Me thlinkee maybe she
wantee tanglefoot, too, but_ she say no. Xou
· gottee pail of water?"
.
·
"I reckon I kin git one for yer, heathen,'~ and
Jack Butts, the lreeper of the Alhambra, as the
public house was called, handed an emp ty pail
over the bar, and one of the miners ·instantly
took it and went outside.
.
. "You want whisky, eh, heathen?" Jack said,
·looking at the Chinaman quite pleasantly.
"Lat light, me wantee tanglefoot."
"Whisky has got no end of names. Some folks
calls it taJIA'lefoot, some calls it kerosene, some
calls it bug-juice, an' now an' then you _hear a
feller call it pizen. But it don't make no difference. It's whisky jest the same.''
"Tanglefoot," corl'ected the Chinaman.
"All right, tanglefoot it is. Help. yourself,
heathen. There's somethin' about you that s.orter
makes tpe feel as if you ain't no common, everyday heathen.''
"You ,:ottee lat light. Ide al~ samee vel17
smanee Chinee."
•
"I believe yer are. Help yourself, as I jest
said. I don't care how big a drink you take."
The Celestial J)Ouret what he wanted from the
bottle, and then turned and looked at the door.
"Me· waitee for Jennie to dlink," he explair,ed,
as he saw some of them looking at him inquiringly. The man soon came in with a pe.il of water.
Taking it from him, the Chinaman placed it on
a chair .and the mule p:romptly proceeded to drink.
"Velly goodee luck, Jennie," he said, and .then
he swallowed the contents of the glass. By this
time quite a few of them. were smiling broadly.
The man who had loaned the hat, however,
sto<_>d back in a comer looking ai; solemn as an
owl. Waiting until he had paid the proprietor
for the drink, the Chinaman nodcle$l to him and •
said:
·
"Me velly solly you hat gittee fire. · Me pay you
fivee dollee for um hat.''
"No, - you won't," came the quick reply. "I
told yer when I let you have the hat that it
wasn't no good. I've got another one over at my
shanty."
"Here't your .hat, Dave," Big Lem said, as he
picked it up from the floor. "I reck,on it ain't
hurt much. It sorter burned a little though. Rut
it's good ,enough to wear ior a whi~ yet."
}Je tossed it over, and the owner straightened
it out and brushed it a little, af~r which he
placed it on ·his head. The Chinaman then handed him a five-dollar gold-piece, though he declared
he did not want it.
~
"Lat allee light," was the bland reply. "Yog
takee lis money. Maybe you wantee· money pletty
soonee."
"All right, heathen. If you insist on it I'D
take the five dollars. But this here is somewhal
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surprisin', I reckon. I never seen anything like
this h~ pen afore in all my born days.''
The Chinaman nodded and smiled blandly, and
then steppig back to the bar, he looked at the
corpulent proprietor and remarked:
"You velly muchee fat, so be. Whattee you
namee ?"
·
"J ake Butts ts my name. What's yours?"
"Me namee Hop Wah. Me allee samee Young
•
•
W ild West's Clever Chinee."
"Hear that, boys," Big Lem spoke- up excitedly.
"He says he's Young Wild West's Clever Chinee.
Meanin' by that that Young Wild West must be
somewhere . around, ·1 s'pose. Where is he,
•
heathen?"
'.'He be here velly muchee quickee. Me wantee
comee first to makee lillee fun, so be. Me mak~
plenty fun, now You:Qg Wild West comee."
"Hello, Hop I What's the trouble?" a voice called out from the door.
Then -in came Young Wild .West, the well. known Boy Hero an~ Champion Deadshot of the
West. He was followed by his two partners,
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and Jim Dart, who
was a boy about his own age. As the clever Chinee
had stated, he had been pe~itted to come ahead
of the rest, and it was for no other purpose than
to create a little excitement and make some fun
for the crowd that happened to be gathered in
front of Jhe Alltambra. It was just after suppertime and the miners were all in from tht!h- claims,
though the majority of them had not yet congregated at the only drinking and gambling place
the Flat afforlli!d.
U sually when °Young · Wild West struck a
strange mining camp there was always more or
less opposition shown by the inhabitants, or one
of them at least . But this time it seemed that
no such thing was to happen, for just as soon as
they recovered from their astonishment at seeing
him enter, they broke into a cheer, which caused
the rafters of the building to quiver.
' l'he young deadshot looked around smilingly,
and when he had glanced at the faces of all those
present hi: tu~ned to the ~cout, who was standing .
.
cl~~e at his ng~t, and said:
Well, Charlie, I reck~n you were m1stak~n.
• ~ ou , f_e lt 1ead sure that tf Hop was allowed to /
ride his trick mule here ahead of us he would get
into some trouble and that we would have to help
him out. No such thing ha~ happen1:d. As far
as I can see he has made himself quite po~ular
here."
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Wild. Evelybody likee me," came from• the China.man.
"You kin bet your life he's a smart heathen,
Young Wild West," Big Lem called out. "Il-,
jest done somethin' here a little while ago that
makes it plain that he ain't, no slouch. He pulled
a lot of sassages fro~ a ~eller's nose an' ear, an'
he found a ham-bone m h1s trousers pocket,· too.''
."Don't pile it or,. me, ~oys," the fellow failed
Bill spoke up, ra1smg his hand and forcmg a
laugh. " It's all a mystery to me. I never had no
ham-bone in my pocket an' you all know that
them sassages couldn't have been p.ulled out of my
nose an' ear. It was a trick that was played.
But I sorter understand it a little. This here
heathen is Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, so
he s ays. I've heard somethin' about hil_ll. H e's
what they call a magician an' a champion poker
illayer, too."

8

"The fame• of Hop Wah has even reached Stx
Spot Flat, it ·seems," Jim Dart spoke up, as ha
turned laughingly to Young Wild West.
"Nothing strange in that, Jim," was the reply
"Hop is always doing something to make people
talk about him.''
"An' so are you, Young Wild West," Big Lem
called out. "You're always on the dead level
an' lookin' for a <iliance to clean up the rogues
an' bad redskins you run across. You kin shoot
quicker than lightnin', an' as straight as a die,
too, an' you ain't afraid of nothin' that ever was,
or ever will be," ·
"You have got my pedigree down Rretty good,
it seems," the ·boy said laughingly. 'I can't say
that I ever met you before."
. "I don't believe you ever did meet me afore-. . I
-never seen you tm jest now, either. But I've heard
somethin' about yer, an' I believe jest what I
•
heard, too.''
At that moment the clattering of hoofs was
hear<i outside, and all eyes turned toward the
door. The next instant a horseman came riding
into the room, the big ·black horse he was mounted
upon jumping about upon the floor and causing
.
the building to shake.
"What is this, a picnic?" the rider asked, as
he flashed a glance about the room.
"It's all right, Jerry," called ouJ; the proprietor,
somewhat excitedly. "It ain't no picnic. Everybodv is in ,a go_od humor here, so don't go to
spoilin' things."
"Huh! don't go to spoilin' things~ eh7" and then
the ridei; turned his horse to the oar. "Give us
all a drink, an' you kin bet that Jerry Davis will
pay the bill. I'm the king-pin of Six Spot Flat,
an' the terror of the gulch besides. , I'm the
mayor, mai:shal, an' the jedge an' jury all in one.,_
an' what. r say is law. Trot out the liquor,
·
Jake B\ltts."
CHAPTER II.-The King-Pin Is Crushed.
The breast of the black horse struck against
the bar with force enough to loosen it at the bottom and almost caused it to fall over. The nien
standing near got out of the way hurriedly, and
as Young Wild West shot a swift glance at their
faces he could tell instantly that they wei-e ip
fear of the man, who must be well known to them.
"What's the matter, Bess?" the rider asked
coaxingly, as · he tried to quiet the animal h~
was a stride. "You ain't atraid 'cause you're in
the whisky-mill of Jake Butts, are yer? Jest keep
still now. There! that's a good gal."
'\_Whether it was the words or the gentle pulling
upon the bit that caused the animal to become
more quiet it .:ap.not be said. But anyhow, Bess,
as she was ca_tled, turned her side t? the bar, and
then stood quietly enough. It was Just then that
the eyes of Jer~y. Da,vis fell up~n t~e mule and the
half empty pall it had been dnnkmg from · for it
still remained upon the chair where the 'chinaman had placed it.
"Hey!" he called out, giving a start. "What's
all this? A mule here drinkin' with yer eh
boys? I didn't know you had got as low a~ ali
that. But what's this, anyhow?"
T)len his eyes turned upon the Chinaman who
'
was standing quietly besicle the mule.
"Easy, Jerry,'' cautioned the fat 11M.n behind

\
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the bar. "That's Young Wild West's Clever that's strong. I have yet to begin drinking whisChinee, as they call him. He brought the mule ky, and I hope I never will."
in here an' give it the pail of water. There ain't
"What's that?'' the self-styled king-pin of Six
nothin' wrong about that, since he had money an' Spot Flat asked, half angrily. "You won't drink
was ready to pay for anything he got."
~ood liquor with me. eh? Well, I reckon that's an
"Young Wild West's Clever Chinee!" gasped insult. See here, Young Wild West, you have got
the horseman. "By thunder! You don't mean to the reputat1on of bein' the Champion Deadshot,
say that the kid what's called the Champion an' all that, an' I've got the repµtation of bein'
Deadshot of the West is anywhere around here, a man what always has my own way no matter
do yer?"
where I gc1. I say that you're goin' to take a
"Here I am," the young deirtlshot called out, little whisky with me. What I say has got to go."
quietly, for he had figured it out that the man
"You are altogether too hasty, Mr. Davis," the
had ridden into the barroom for the express pur• boy answered, coolly, while a peculiar smile showpose of making trouble. "I am Young Wild West." ed upon his handsome face. "Surely if you will
"Yer are, eh?'' and then Jerry Davis took a stop to think, you won't .urge me to break the
careful look at the boy, after which he gave a · rule that I have always carried out."
shrug of the shoulders and, nodding his head, ex"Break the rule, eh? Huh! Rules don't count
claimed:
·
with me, nor law an' sich things as that, either.
"Pshaw! You ain't half what I thou~ht you I'm the king-pin of Six Spot Flat, an' I'm boss
was. Why, you're only a ki<l. You am't old , of all creation when I make up my mind to be.
enough to vote at a fall election yet."
You step right up here an' pour out a drink of
"You have got that right," was the cool and whisky in the glass that J~e Butts is goin' to
easy retort.
give yer. If you don't you won't live . another
'1.An' .this here Chinaman,'' turning toward minute. Now then, maybe you understand me."
the Celestial and giving. another nod, "is s'posed
Out came a big revolver as the man said this,
to be a verv clever he_athen, eh?"
. ,, and he turned it straight at the young deadshot.
"Some people put 1t that way, Mr. Davis.
The two partners of the boy had been wakhing
"Ha, ha, ha! You're callin' me Mister Davis, and listening to everything that was said. They
are yer? Well, that shows good sense, kid. But stood on either side of him, and the moment the
say, I reckon I oughter shake hands with you. gun was displayed their hands dropped tel their
Step over here. I've heard so much about yer sides. But Young Wild West. did not ' offer to
that it gives me a whole lot of pleasure to meet pull his gun. He simply folded his arms across
yer. So you're Young Wild West, the Champion his breast, and with a tantalizing smile on his
Deadshot. Well, well, well!"
face, said:
Young Wild West brushed back the wealth of
"Put away your gun, Jerry Davis. You may
light-chestnut hair which was hanging down over be the king-pin of this place, and the boss of all
his shoulders, and coolly stepped up to the man, creation, but you have 110 right to try and force
at the same time putting out his hand. Davis me to take a drink of liquor when I don't want to.
:lflade a grab for it, no doubt intending to almost Others have tried it, but no one has ever made
crush it in his huge paw. But if he did he made me do it yet, and I'm quite certain that you can't
quite a mistake, for the boy was ready for him, do it now. Put aw.ay your gun or something might
and got the first grip. Davis tried to slip his happen to you before you know it."
hand to get a fresh hold, but it was no use, and
This caused the horseman to flash a quick
when he felt that the bones were cracking he glance about the room, and when he did that it
winced and called out_:
.
gave the boy the chance he was waiting for. With
"What are you trymg to do, kid, show me how remarkable quickness Young Wild West whi-pped
strong your hand is?"
a revolver from the holster and up went his arm
"Oh I don't know. I am simply getting ahead in twinkling.
·
of yoil. that's all. You see, I happened to think
Crack! A sharp report rang out, and the rewhat you intended to do. You thought you would volver Jerry Davis had in his hand dropped to
get hold of my hand and force me to drop to my the floor, while he gave a startled cry and shook
knees and beg you to let go. I have had that his fingers as if he had suddenly been treated to a
thing happen to me once or twice in my life, but dose of electricity.
since then I always see it it t~at 1t ca1;1't happen
"Hey!" he cried, in a frightened sort of way,
again. liow are you, Mr. Davis? Im mighty glad "what are you tryin' to do, kid?"
to see you."
"Oh, I am simply showing you that you can't
Then the boy squeezed so hard that Davis al- force me to take a drink of whisky, that's all.
most lost his balance, and he might have pitched Now then, I advise you to behave yourself and
from the saddle to the floor if the grasp had not don't start your horse io kicking things about in
been relinquished all of a sudden.
this shanty. From what I have seen of the pro"You have got somewhat of a grip, kid,'' he prietor and his customers, they are all a decent
said as he looked at his hand almost as if he set of I11en. There's no need to have any rumpus
expected it was crushed completely. "I rather here. Go ahead and get your drink and then rid&
. like that though,'' he added. "Step up an' take outside. When you get there I'll come out and
a little 1/quor with me. Jest as soon as we've all talk it over with you, for I hardly think you are
had a drink I'm g-oin' to make my horse cut up satisfied with the way things are going."
a little, so everybody better look out, or he'll _git
"Lat l~ght, _Misler Wild," _the-·Chinaman spoke
some skin peeled from his body. Bess has Jest up, noddmg his head ap:r,rovmgly. "He velly bad
been shod, 11,11' I reckon her heels is mighty Meli ca~, man. Wantee k1llee Chinee pletty soonee,
sharp."
maybe.
"I don't :rr.md taking a drink with you, Mr.
Jerry Davis was no more sut"prised than the in,.
Davis, but it won't be tanglefoot, or anything mates of the barroom at what had happened.
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All eyes were upon the yoi°ing deadshot now, and pected to see. Davis suddenly reined in his horse

if a pin had dropped upon the floor at that moment the sound might have been heard. No one
paid the least attention to what the Chinaman
said, either, not even to the man his remarks referred to.
· "Hop," the boy said, coplly, without taking his
eyes from those of the man he . had cowed, "I
reckon you had better take .Jennie outside. This
is no place for a four-footed animal."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," piped the heathen,
and then he quickly took the mule by the bridle
and led it through the doorway.
• "Now then, Jerry, you follow suit," Young Wild
West went on, in the cool and easy way that had
helped make him famous. "You just heard me sar,
that this was no place for a four-footed ammal. '
":By thunder! I never exP,ected to live long
enough to be bossed by a kid, ' declared the rider,
as if he had just -i'ecovered from his astonishment.
"You can't tell what will happen to you before ·
you di~. N ow--'' then, get a move on you, and see .
that the horse goes out Qllietly, too. If you don't
I'll try another -shot at you. The' next time I
may take the notion to clip off a piece of one
of your ears. I can do that little trick, you know.
' I feel just like trying it at this minute."
The man looked at the proprietor, then at the
men standing around him, and from them his
eyes dropped to the floor where his revolver was
lying. True, he had another gun at his left side,
but he' evidently thought it not advisable to take
hold of it.
.
"Come, Bess,'' he s,id, as he jerked slightly
upon the bridle-rein. ' I reckon we better go outside. Neither of us wants to die jest yet, an' by
the looks of that kid he would jest as lief shoot
the pair of us as not.· But never mind, We'll
straighten things out a l'ittle later on.''
Then he turned the horse sharply, and, being a
nervous steed, there was some little excitement
for a few seconds, after which Bess weht out
quite willingly.
· "Gentlemen," Young Wild West called out, loud
enough for everyone to hear him plainly, "I am
sorry this thing happened, but it can't be he~ped.
My name is Young Wild West, and I can't help
taking a hand when I see anything going wrong.
However, I was willing to keep my mouth shut
until that fellow tried to compel me to drink
,rhisky with him. I reckon if you will step outside now, you will see the finish."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Shootee um bad
Melican man vellv muchee quickee I" exclaimed
the Chinaman from a window through which he
was peering just then.
Sighs of relief went up, and then as the boy
turned to the door, followed by his fwo partners, the majority of those present followed.
Some, however, seemed to think it would be
much safer inside the shanty saloon, for they
got back well out of range of a wmdow arid
waited almost breathlessly. It must have been
that the black steed was very mettlesome, and
had run a little further from the place than was
necessary, for as the young deadsliot stepped
outside, Jerry Davis was just riding back. He
had a revolver in his hand, tov, and this showed
that be meant busines·s. The young deadshot still
held his gun ready for use;· and springing from
lhe doorway, he ran straignt to meet the horse111an. Then something happened that nn one f'Y•

and quickly dropped his revolver into the holster.
"It's all rig)lt, kid,'' he called out, as if it
was a farce he was assisting to enact. "I was
jest tryin' yef. I wanted to know if you was
ready or not. I see yer are, so that settles it."
('You're what I call a sneakin' coyote. You're
so full of bluff that you kin see it -runnin' out of
your ears,'' Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, shouted.
"YOU ain't got sand enough in rer to take thE: edge
from a razor. ' You're afraid o gettin' shot, that's
what yer are." .
"That's all right, pard," and the man rode on
up and brought his horse to a halt. "I reckon you
don't want to git shot, either, do yer?"
"I never was afraid of gittin' shot, anyhow,
an' you are, _that's dea.d sartin.''
.
·
."All right. Pile it on to me if you want to,
but don't forgit that I'm the king-pin of Six
Spot Flat, an' that I always has my own way,
no matter whe e I go.''
"I reckon you ain't havin' your own way jest
now, though, are yer?" sneered the scout.
"Oh, yes, I am. It's jest the way I want
things.''
·Then he • forced a laugh, and the spectators
became a little more cheerful, some of them even
smiling. Davis. dismounted and, tying his horse
to a post in front of the building, steppM up
and held out his hand to the young deadshot.
"Shake hands once more, Young Wild West,"
he said, "but · don't squeeze me like you did the
other time.''
"I reckon once is enough," was the quick reply.
"I don't like the expression of your eyes, Davis.
You are a bad man, and I know it.''
"That's all right. Younl§ Wild West, I'm a
bad man all right. But I know when I'm downed. You have downea me, an' I'm willin' to shake
on it." .
"I don't care to shake, so that settles it.''
"All righ.t, you're at the top of the heap right
now, an' I s'pose what you say has got to go.
But if I didn 1t want things this way it would
be different. I'm jest in the humor to let you
have your own way. See?"
"I see. This sort of business is not at all
new to me. I have met quite a number of fellows like you in my travels.''
"You have, eh?"
"Yes; lots of them."
"An' you're still alive. , That seems kinder
funny."
"Oh, the chances are I will be living a long
time after you a.re dead.'' ,
"Maybe you will' an' maybe you won't.''
"Look here, Davis. Don't you say anything
that suggests a threat. If you do I might take
a notion to clean you up. I reckon there's an
undertaker doing business here in Six Spot Flat."
"Oh, yes,'' a shrill voice rang out from the
crowd. "I'm the undertaker, an' I'm always lookin' for a job. · But I did think I'd never have
the chance of plantin' Jerry Davis."
"You'll have the chance all right, unless he
~ends his ways.''
"If I do . I'll make as good. a job of it as I
kin.''
"That will do from you, Sneaky," growled
Davis, making a threatening gesture at the Dli..ll
who claimf'd to be an · undertaker. "You think
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you're mighty funny, but don't try to joke at
my expense."
'
·
"I wasn't jokin', Jerry,'' w~s .the reply. "I
was only answerin' Young Wild West m what
you may call a respectful ma»ner." ,
"Got enough,Davii;;?" the young deadshot asked,
steru>ing toward the king-pm of the Flat.
"Jest about enough,'' was thll reply. "I reckon
I'll go i~ an' git that drink I ordered. You sorter
interrupted me, an' I didn't git it yet."
'¼11 right. I've got a little business to attend
to 'for a few minutes. I've got to eat my supper, in fact. I'll be back here later ot\. Come
on Hop."
The last was addressed to the individual who
.was called the clever Chinee.
"Allee light, Misler Wildi." was the reply, and
then Hop started to lead nis mule away from
the shanty.
Young Wild West walked along with him,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart following, but
keeping a watch over t,heir shoul~rs, for th~y
did not mean to let Davis get a chance to put m
a sly shot. But it seemed that this W&oi,. an unnecessary precaution, for the bad man went on
inside, calling to the crowd to follow him. He
ordered the boss to put. out the drinks., and when
all hands had accepted the invitation ne gave, he
promptly paid the bill.
"Boys," he said, nodding his head to the crowd,
"jest because Young Wild West sorter took ther
starch out of me don't mean that I've lost my
title of the king-pin of Six Spot Flat. I'm all
right yet, an' you kin bet your life I'll be the
same old Jerry Davis. Everybody has ups an'
downs in their lives, an' I s'pose I've got to
take mine along with ther rest. But I'm all
wool an' a yard wide, -jest thet same, an' if I
shrink a little in ther wasl!J I stretch out ag'in
in ther sun. Now then, if there's anybody here
who thinks I ain't jest as good as I always was,
jest let him speak out, an' forever after hold his
peace."
No one said anything to this, so Davis smiled
triumphantly.
•
CHAPTER lll.-The King-Pin Changes His
Mind.
Young Wild West had picked out the place he
meant to camp upon !before he took a walk over
to the shanty saloon. The spot was probably two
hundred yards from the central part of Six Spot
Flat, but not far from two or three of the old
shanties. Our friends had halted there without
asking permission from any one. But they hardly
thoug-ht this would be necessary unless there happened to be spme rascals who always tried to
make trouble with the ·s trangers that came there.
However, this would make no difference since
they were used to that sort of thing. Waiting
for the young deadshot and his partners were
Arietta Murdock, his golden-haired sweetheart;
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise
Ga~ner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart. Also Wing
Wah, the cook, w:ls_ there, and .he was waiting
impatiently for the return of his brother, who had
ventured to go ahead with Jennie, his trick mule.
"Well, girls," Young Wild West said, smilingly,
aa they came back and joined them, "I suppose

you got ti.red waiting for us. We didn't have ver7
much of a time over there, yet there was considerable fun about it. As far as we could see, nearly
every miner here seems to be a pretty good fellow. There is one, though, who calls himself the
king-pjn o_f Six Spot !<'lat, who no doubt is a
pretty bad character."
"But he's tamed pretty well now," Jim Dart
spoke up, laughingly "It didn't take long to take
the starch out of him.''
"That was the man who rode over there on the
big black horse," Arietta spoke up.''
"Th;:tt's the fellow, Et," the young deadshot an-;
swered.
"I took it right away that he was a sort ofterror,''_the girl went on, shaking :qer head. "I half
expected he would see us and come here. But he
didn't. He rode straight up to the saloon.' •
"Yes, and right into it.''
"Such fellows have a habit of doing that, you
know, Wild,•' and the girl smiled.
.
"Oh, yes, and I don't suppose there is anything .
very wron~ about it, since Hop rode his mule into
the place.'
.
"He did ride Jennie into-the place.''
"You bettee me did, Missee Alietta," the clever
Chinee spoke up, as he came forward leading the
mule. "We havee dlink of tanglefoot and Jennie
allee &amee gittee dlink of water. Um bad man
wantee makee tlouble, but""Misler Wild soon fixee."
"He'll make more trouble, no doubt, before we
leave," Young Wild West's sweetheart remarked,
and then she turned to lend assistance to putting
the camp in shape.
Already the horses had been taken care of, so
there was nothing to do now but to put up the
two tents that we:r;e used aa. sleeping quarters by
the members of the party. f
Already Wing, the cook, had started a fire, and
a pot of coffee was· steaming over it. He was
ready with the meat he had to broil so when Wild
suggested that they have supper" iefore they fix
up the camp, he promptit started in.
"Misler Wild," Hop said, when he came back,
after tying his mule with a long lariat so it
might get the best of what was to be found in
the way of grazing, "maybe Misler Jim helpee me
and we puttee uppee um tents."
"That wouldn't be a ibad idea, Hop. I reckon
we'll all help you. Usually you and Wing do it,
but Wing is pretty busy now."
..fl.
The Chinaman nodded and smiled, as if he
thought he had made a -very good suggestion.
The young deadshot and hie partners a ssisted
him, and it did not take a great while before' the
tent poles were in position and the canvas put up
and fa,stened. A few of the residents of the mining
camp had been watching them, but no one came
over to say anything. l>robably by this time it
had spread all over the place that Young Wild
_
West was there. Six Spot Flat was a rather new •
camp1 and hence our friends had neve:r visited
It berore. It lay in a region that they were quite
:familiar with, however, and as there wer e a few
living 8/bout in scattered parts of the country who
knew them 'pretty well, it was nothing strange
that their fame should have spread there, and
that every one knew about them. Young Wi\d
West prided himself on being famous, though
there was nothing egotistical or boastful about
him. He was always ready to lend a helpina
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hand to ai.., _,ne in need of it, and he was very and he acted as if he was going to make a circle
often th~ aggressor _when _it was .~ecessary to put of the camp.
This was just what he' did, and when he had
down crime. He beheved m carrying out law and
order in the full sense of the word, and never gone completely around it h2 rode ·up to within
his horse to a
would · he permit a lynching to take place if it a hundred feet, and, brin
halt, called out:
was in his power to prevent it.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" _
He believed the same as nearly eyery West"Hello!" was the reply. "What's the matter
erner did at the time of which we write-that -it
was lawful and just to shoot in self-defense- with you? Giving your horse a little . exercise
but never had he taken the least advantage of an and showing off how well you c::m ride. for our
benefit?"
.
enemy, always fighting it out fac~ to face.
"Not exactly. I'll tell you just how it is. When
It was the same with his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, though the scout I got to talkin' with the boys over in the Alham~ally was a little quick-tempered and hasty at bra, I sorter got mad after thinkin' what you
haa done to me. I kept on gittin' madder, an'
times.
·
after I'd got four or five drinks in me I told
Probably i! he had been allowed to have his 'em I was comin' over here to clean you out.
own way he - would h~ve been dead long before But I've chl,'.nged "my mind, Young Wild West."
this, for since he did not seem to know what fear
This caused Cheyenne Charlie to give utterwas, he very often made a bad break1 which would ance to a burst of mirth.
surely mean death to him if carried out. Jim .
"You sneakin' coyote!" he shouted. "You told
Dart seldom had much to say, but he was a fitm 'em over at the whisky-mill that you was comin'
believer in Young Wild West, and he patterned here to cle::..n us out, did you?"
·,
after him as much as he possibly could.
"Yes, I'll admit that I did. But I changed my
Charlie's wife had insisted on accompanying mind, an' that's why I took a circle around your
him on his horseback trips with Young Wild West ca.nip."
•
in search of excitement and adventure, and this
"I
reckon
you're
to change your mind quite
made it possij>le for Arietta an« Eloise to be• often," Wild said, apt
in his cool and easy way. "I
come members of the party also.
·
.
don't believe you're half as bad as you wodd like
In· this way they had traveled over almost the people to believe. Come over here and let's have
entire region known as the Wild West, and the a little ta-lk."
•thrHling adventures and hair-breadth escapes they
"I'm a sort of a fool, that's what I am," a.:d
had met with, some of which have already been t~n the man _rode slowly forw~rd and came to a
printed, were really too numerous to mention.
halt at the camp.
The preparations for supper went ahead w~ry
"So you think ou're a sort of fooJ, eh? How is
rapidly, and in due ~im~ the cook announced th~t that?" Wild asked of him.
·
·
it was ready. By this time the sun had set, and it·
"I don't know, unless it's 'cause I was doin' a
was beginning to get dark. Having learned that Jot of ,_talkin' over in the Alhambra an' then
there was a mining camp located within a -few changea my mind."
·
miles of them rather late in the afternoon, our
"What made you change your mind?"
friends had decided ,to push on and reach it, even
"Oh, you know, Young Wild West. What's the
though -they a~ their supp~r a littl~_ la~er than use of me stackin' up agin' you, even if you are
usual. There 1s an old saymg that 1t 1s better nothin' but a kid? Ain't I seen enough of you •
late than never," and so it was in this case, for in the past hour to know .better than to. do sich
their appetites had. certainly increased, and this a thing?"
made them enjoy the meal to a greater extent.
. "That?s for me to judge, not me."
•
They had just about finished it, and Cheyenne
Wild was smiling now, for he could see plainly
Charlie was preparing to light his pipe, when the tbiit the bad man had awakened to just about
clatter of hoofs sounded close at hand.
wliat he was.
.
,
Natura.Hy, all eyes were turned in the direction
"I can't help doin' a lot of shootin' an' whoopthe sounds came from.
_in' thinp up every time I git a skin full of
Great gimlets!" the scout exclaimed, dropping whisky,' Dr.vis went on, with a shrug of the
the match which he was about to apply to the · shoulder's. 'It's a sort of second nature to me,
pipe; "Here comes Jerry Davis, the king-pin of I s'pose, an' maybe I'll keep on sayin' I'm the
Six Spot Flat. Sorter acts as if he's started on king~pin of Six Spot Flat an' that I ain't afraid
a rampage."
of anything livin' l\n' all that, as lonf as I live.
The bad man was alone, though Wi1d could see ·But there ain't no use in me talkin that way
that a crowd had gathered in front of the Al7 afore you folks. It won't work, an' I know it. I
hambra. He knew right away that Davis had ain't nothin' when it comes down to hard-pan."
set out for the purpose of making trouble, and
If you keep on thinking that way you'll amount
that he must have advised the others to watch to something after a while," Wild reU¥"ted, in hi•
cool and easy way.
·
him as he did it.
"Take it easy, boys," he said, nodding to his
"Is that the way you think, then?" and Jerry
two partners. "The fellow is 110 doubt pretty looked at him in surprise.
drunk, and I suppose we'll have to let up on him
"No, I don't think exactly that way, for I know
a little. A drunken man will always do things pretty welJ what I can do, and I always make it
that he wouldn't think of doing if sober."
a point never to boast of something I can do
"It ain't much excuse, though, Wild. In the when I can't. I reckon you understand what I
first place, a man ain't got no,_ right to git mean."
·
"Yes, I s'pose I do. That's where it hits me
drunk," the scout retorted.
.
Davi! had swung around a little to the right, hard ag'in. Many a time I've give it out that J
0
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eould lick the worst seventeen men wliat ever

wore boots, when I knowed that I couldn't lick
more than one of them. at ther most. That's what
you call boastin', I suppose."
"Yes, and the very worst kind of boasting,
· for when a man talks that way you can generally put him down as not amounting to very
much." ·
·
"That's me, Young ·wild West. I don't amount
to much. Well, I feel better now since , I have
changed my mind an' had a talk with yer. You
needn't expect no more trouble from me, even
if I git b'ilin' drunk and clean out the Alhambra."
"I wouldn't do anything like that if I were
' you, Jerry,"
"I'll try not to, but it all depends upon what
effect Jake Butts' tanglefoot has on my system."
Then he turned and rode slowly back to the
shanty saloon, and as he got. there jeers and
shouts wertt up from those who had been watching him.
"T.hat is one of the most su,rprising things
I've met with in a -long while," Young Wild
West declared, nodding to his partners and the
girls. "I really believe that fellow meant all
that he said."
·
"I never seen a galoot act that way aiore,
though," Cheyenne Charlie declared, shaking his
head. "I reckon I'll take a walk over to the
Alhambra, as they call it, .an' find out if he
did tell 'em he was comin' ovea here to clean
us out. If. they say he did l'PI believe every
word he said."
. "I'll g~ with you, Charlie," Wild· spoke u~.
"There may be a little fun over there. I• don t
mean by that there will be any shootin', but
just something to laugh at. I reckon Jim don't
want to go. He generally likes to stay in camp
with the girls. Eloise is very timid, you know.
She probably is afraid the camp will be attacked
by a band of Indians or a grizzly bear." '
.
Then he gave a laugh, and the girl referred to
blushed deeply.
It was a fact that she was really timid, but
she was one of the sort who liked to have hef
lover about her, especiaUy when there was a
chance tci sit in the glow of the camp-fire, and
Jim seemed to be perfectly satisfied with that
sort of an arrangement:
\ ,
"If I hear a lot of laughing going . on I'll
come over later," Dart answered, as Wild and
the scout started from the camp.
"Misler Wild," Hop pip'ed, ·as he arose and
looked after them, "you wantee me · go, too?" .
"You can do as you like about that," the
deadshot retorted. "Certainly I don't want you
to go, but I am not going to prevent you if
you f el like doing so."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Me bliBg Jennie."
"You· will )eave Jennie right here. There will
be enough fun there without having a trick
mule cut up."
•
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and meekly Hop
turned to the tent.
But he soon emerged from it and started at a
brisk walk for the Alhambra.

•

CHAPTER IV.-Bill Noodle, the Card Sharp.
Jerry Davis was standing outside the Alhambra saloon when Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie strolled up that way and came to
a stop near the door.
The self-styled king-pin of Six Spot Flat was
trying to explain why he had changed his mind,
and as our two friends listened they quickly
became satisfied that he had told them the exact
·truth when he stated that it was his avowed
intention to clean out the camp, as he started
riding toward it.
"Young Wild Wei,t," Davis called out, when
he saw the boy standing in the light -of the oil
lamp, for it was dark now, "some of these fellers is actin' as if they think I oughter have
shot the whole kit an' boodle of yet. They're
tryin' to make fun of me 'cause I told 'em I
changed my mind. Now, wha.t do you think I
oughter do to 'em?"
"Don't do anything rash, Jerry," the young
deadshot answered, laughingly. "We all know
you're the king-pin, and all that, but take my
advice and don't kill anybody."
This caused a . ripple of laughter, and it was
quite evident that Jerry aid not like it very
much.
•
"Say, you fellers," he said, shaking his fist at
some of them, "you seem to think this is a
mighty funny piece of business. But it ain't as
funny as you think it is, an' I'll · prove it to
yer if you keep on tryin' to make fun of me.
I'm the king-pin of Six Spot Flat, an' I kin lick
any ten men what ever lived. You have all
seen me git tamed by Young Wild West, but
that don't say that there's any of you what kin
hold a candle to me when it comes td a fieht
in any shape, whether it's f!J;ts, feet, guns or
knives."
"I know a feller what licked yer, an' it ain't
more than three weeks ago," one of them spoke
up. • "You mean Bill Noodle, the card sharp, I
s'pose?" the bad man asked.
"That's the feller," Big Lem shouted. "He
knocked the spots out of you, an' when you tried
to pull a gun on him he kicked it out of your
hand, an' then made you promise to behave your-self. But you ain't been behavin' very good,
Jerry. Every time you have got drunk you have
started to make a rumpus. It didn't do you one
bit of good to -lick yer."
"It's a. wonder you never tried to lick me,
Lem," uavis, said, starting boldly toward the
big, raw-boned man.
"If you want to know why I never tried it,
I'll tell yer. I never like to hurt anybody, break
their bones, or anything like that, you know.
If I was to git a good hold of you, an' was matl
at the time, I might smash -you all to pieces.
That's why I never tackled yer. I've always
thought that there was more fun in listenin' to
you than there was in gittin' mad."
,
"All right, Big Lem. I know you're a very
powerful feller. But I don't bel~ve you kin
handle me. I know yer can't when it comes to
usin' a gun."
•"We ain't talkin' about shootin' jest now:" the
big man answered, quickly, showing pretty well
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that he really was •afraid of the bad man if it the sorrel, I suppose you mean," was t}1e earcame to a shooting match.
castic reP,1y,
·
There might have been some sort of a fight
"Wild, ' -the young scout spoke up, laying a
between the two if. a horseman had not suddenly hand upon the young deadshot'e shoulder, "this
arrived. • Wild and Charlie heard him coming, sneakin' coyote is sarj;inly iookin' for trouble.
and a couple of seconds later every man there, Jest you leave him to me. I don't like the way
did, too.
he's talkin', an' I feel jest like smashing him
Then Big Lem and Jerry Davis ceased their one between the eyes."
argument. and watched to see who it was alon"
"Ha, ha, ha!" the card sharp laughed, and
with the rest. Up rode a supple-looking young then he quickly stepped aside and went on into
man on a piebald horse.
the bar-room of the Alhambra.
"It's Bill Noodle," Big Lem called out. "H~re
The miners had become suddenly .silent when
yer are, King-pin. Here's the man what give the argument started, and they stood there
yer a good lickin' two or three weeks ago. May- waiting to nee what Young Wild West would
be you want to try it again with him."
do. They soon found out, for the boy unhesitat"I didn't say anything like that, Lem," the ingly walked in after the card sharp. Charlie
bad man declared. "I was talkin' t<? you. I'~ was right at his heels, as might be supposed, and
willin' to take a liekin' _from you if you kn) then the crowd came pouring in. Wild now had
give it to me. ~;ut ·1 don't w~nt nothin' ~ do a chance to take a good look at the man the crowd
with Bill Noodle.
.
seemed to regard as something above the ordinary
"Who's that talking about ·me?" the horse- run. He was of medium height, and apparently
man asked, for he had ll'stened sharply after not more than thirty years of age, and his manner
having brought .•his horse to a halt.
• indicated plainly that he was educated and some"We was jest talkin' about how 1,ou licked what refined. ~is attire was something better
Jerry Davis "· Big Lem explained.
There's a than the av,erage worn by the inhabitants of Six
young feller' here what 1one it, too1 a_for.e dark, Spot F1at, or the other mining camps to be found
·an• now Jerry feels as 1f he woula like to hck in the West at the time of which we write. He
me "
was leaning carelessly against the bar and watch,;There's a young feller here who thrashed the ing those wl}o entered. Apparently, he took no
king-pin of Six Spot Flat?" the hor~~n. asked, more interest in Young Wild West than he did
and .at the same time looking about mqu1nngly.
in anyone else, and after lighting a cigar he
"Yes; it's Young Wild West."
waited until the last man had come in, and then
"Who?"
.
he suddenly turned toward the .young deadshot
Bill Noodle leaned over and took another look. and said:
·
"There he stands right over there," Big Lem
"Oh, excuae me. I forgot about you, Young
declared pointing to the young deadshot.
Wild West. I believe I said I wanted to have a
"Oh, i: see," and then Bill Noodle, the card good look at you."
sharp, quickly dismounted.
"I'll give you permission to look at me as much
as you like," was the cool .r eply.
He led his horse to a hitching-po st, a nd t h en
"Oh; you will, eh? I remember of, hearing my
turned and walked leisurely towa rd ·Wil d a nd grandfather say in the olden times that a cat was
Charlie.
permitted to look at a king."
.
"So you're Young Wild West, are you?" he
"Yes, I have heard something like that myself.
said, rather curtly.
•
A very old saying, I believe. Bu,t there are no
"That's who I am," was the reply.
kings in this country, so I }{ardly think it applies ·
"Well I've often felt as if I would like to have to anything just now.''
a look ~t you. Suppose you step inside, where
"There's a king-pin in ffiis here country,
there's a better light, and then I can do it to my though," Big Lem called out. "There he is right
full satisfaction."
there. It's Jerry Davis, what started over to
"Can't see enough of me here in this light, your camp to clean· you all out a little while ago,
eh?" the boy asked, in his cool and easy.way.
an' then changed his mind."
'6No. Is that one of your pards standmg over
"Never you mind Lem. I'll clean y9u out if
1
· there?"
you don't , keep still," the bad man answered,
"Say, stranger," the scout spoke up, half angrily.
a~ily, "it sorter seems to me as if you're kinder
"You can't do .it ,.unless you use yq.ur gun,
sassy. You ain't anything like Jerry Davis, are though."
yer? You ain't a boss or a king-pin, or anything
"I'll show yer putty soon."
like tltat, I suppose."
"Say, you fellows," Bill Noodle called out
"Don't get angry, my friend," and Bill Noodle sharply, at the same time shaking a finger at the
laughed lightly. "I may be a little brusque in bad man, "I advise you to keep quiet. I don't
my ways, but I can't help it. I've heard a lot like you, and you ought to know it." '
about Young Wild West and his partners and
"I don't 'like you, either," came the spirited
the girls and the two Chinamen and the WQil- retort.
derful sorrel stallion, and that m.a kes me feel as
"Well, you know what I kin do, an' I'll do it
fi I Fould like to get a good view of t~e boy right now, too.'.'
who l!an outshoot and outfight any one m the
Jerry Davis must have been encouraged by the
country.''
presence of Young Wild West, for he suddenly
"You have sorter got his pedigree down putty whipped out a gun and, taking a step forward,
Ane I reckon," Charlie retorted. "I don't know leveled it ·squarely at 'the card sharp's brlfast.
wh~re you heard it, but all you have said is
"That/s what I kin do,'' he added, triumphantly.
putt1, nigh true.''
.
"I've got. you ~ead to rights now_, an' if I jest
. ' ~ t the
and the two Chmamen and ·make up my mmd to- pull the trigger I'd send

J5!rla
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a strea){ of daylight through yer. Now then,
who's got the best of the argument..z!me or you?"
"You have all the best of it, Mr. King-pm.
But I am not afraid of you shooting. You
haven't the nerve to do it."
This was not exactly the sort of fun that Young
Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie expected to find
at the Alhambra. The arrival of the card sharp
had changed things not a little. Just now Bill
Noodle had the centre of the floor, so to speak.
"Put away your gun,'' Wild advised, nodding
to the bad man. "I reckon we can get along without having any shooting here tonight."
"If you tell me to put it away !'11 do it, Young
Wild West, 'cause I've ·talcen a big likin' to yer
even though you did lick me in proper shape.'1
So saying, Davis stepped back and put his gun
in his holster. No sooner had he done this than
Bill Noodle dropped his hand to his side and
then up it went, a revolver gripped in it. Young
Wild West realized instantly that lie meant to
shoot t~e bad man, and without the least hesitation he leaped forward and struck the weapon
upward, just as it was discharged, The bullet
went into the ceiling, and the life of Davis was
saved.
"You're a little too fast, I reckon," Wild !aid,
in his cool and easy way, as he gripped the man's
wrist and gave it such a twist that the revolver
dropped to the floor. "You have got to go it a
little easier. You h.ear what I say!"
"So you have turned on me, have you, kid?" the
man cried angrily, as he tried to b'reak away
from the boy. "But I want you_ to understand
that I am not afraid of anything iiving, and I
don't care -if you are the Ch.1mpion Deadshet of
the West or not. J·µ st let go my wrist." ·
Instead of doing so Wild gave it another twi~,
and the pain being so great, thEl., card sharp dropped upon _his knees, at the same time uttering a
cry of pam.
"You're what I call a contemptible curl'' the
boy exclaimed, his eyes flashing dangerously. "You
came here for the so~e -purpose of making t:rou. ble. But I was willing to let it go, even though
you made slurring remarks before we came in
here. Now I am going to ask you a · question.
Will you behave yourself if I let you tip, or will
you wait for the first chance you can get to
shoot somebody?"
"Let.go of my wrist," came the reply. "If you
don't I'll-"
Wild ga•e it another twist, ardl unable to
stand the pain silently, Noodle let out another
cry.
·
.
•
.
·
.
"Now then, I reckon we're seein' somethin'," Big
Lem spQke up, jubilantly. "We've had a bad
man what's the king-pin of Six Spot Flat raisin'
ructions around here for quite a little time. Then
along comes a card sharp what takes the starch
out of . hitn. Now then, there's somebody who
kin handle tne card sharp jest as easy as if he
was nothin' more than a five-year-old coyote.
Things is sartinly improvin' at the Flat."
Wild knew that he would have to fight the man,
so he decided that the quiclcer it was over with
the better it would b"e. Giving the wrist another
wrench, he sent the card sharp full upon his baek
and then let go his hold.
"Now then, get up," he called out, sharply.
With wonderful agility the man sprang to his
feet. He did not hesitate a moment, either, but

launched himself directly toward the boy. He
swung a hard blow, but Wild ducked it ea sily, and
then delivered one in r eturn that caught the card
sharp squarely upon the chin. Back he sta ggered,
_!!.nd had all he could do to keep from falling to
the floor. Wild never permitted a good chance to
slip by when he knew he ha d a clever man to fight
with. He went right after him and before Bill
Noodle could recover his ba lance he landed hard
upon his ribs. Down h e went, this time in a heap,
and the way he gasped f or breath told plainly
that he was not apt t o come ba ck very soon.
"Hoor ay, hooray!" shouted J erry Da vis, waving
his hat. "That does me more good than anything
I've ha d happen to me in twenty years. I don't
care how much I git licked now. Bill Noodle the
card sharp, which some say is a downright thief,
has got knocked out by Young. Wild West."
"What's that you say, Jerry ?" the young deadshot asked, ·looking at.him in surp rise. "Some say
that this fel!Qw is a downright thief, eh?"
·
"Yes, that's been said a few times. That's
why me an' him got in a fight two weeks ago. I
called him a thief."
.
"It's a wonder he didn't shoot you for it.''
"Oh, he didn't want to shoot me jest then,
'cause he sorter had an idea he could git me in as
a pard. He was talkin' to me quite a little afore
that, an' I could tell by the way he was gittin' at
it that he thought I was a thief, too. But I a in't
no thief, an' I .never was. I'm the king:-pin of Six
Spot Flat, an' all that, but I ain't no thief.''
Wild ga-v-e a nod, and then stepping over to the
fallen man, who was in the act of trying to p:et
up, he toak him by the arm and lifted him to
feet. There wae a. chair nearby, and he half cal'ried him over and placed hin:i. upon it.
·
"Do you feel like fighting, any more'?" he
asked, coolly, a8 h.- looked the dazed man squarely
in the eyes.
"I may feel like it, but I am not able to do it
just now," came the rather faint reply.
"All rif,ht. You stay right here until you get
ready. I 11 give you all the cha~ in the world.
I don't eare whether you want to fight with your
fists or a gun; Charlie, and- he turned to .the
gcout, "just hand this fellow's gun over. He may
want to take a shot at me pretty soon.',.
"Right yer are, Wild," came the reply, and
Charlie quickly did as directed.
The card sharp let it drop into the holster at
his side, and then remained silent for fully five .
minutes, during which time the miners talked and
laughed over what had occurred. Then he suddenly arose from the chair, and without a word
walked out of the place. All hands watched, and
when they saw him mount his horse and· ride
swiftly away, ,they knew that he had quite enough
of it for the time being.

nis

CHAPTER V:-The Plan- to Wreck . the Bridge.
Whatev:er his thoughts mi~ht have been 1mi
Noodle rode along in silence after leaving the
Alhambra saloon. The piebald steed he rode
went .along at an east lope, the rider scarcely
holding fast to the reins. Almost straight to the
west the animal kept on, following the trail that
led along for over a hundred miles to Prescott.
It was a trail that showed signll of being used a

,.
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&Teat deal, and when th horseman had covered I didn't think I had time. I have plenty of time
·
a distance of about two miles, he came to a bridge now.''
.The villain, for there was not the shadow of .J1
that spanned. a chasm. It was not a very long
bridge, since the chasm was scarcely more than doubt but that he was such, slipped.from the back
thirty feet in width, but it seemed to be sub- of his· horse, and then the man ca!}ed Tom took
stantial and capable of holding any loact that the animal by the bridle and went on behind a
might be taken ov~ it. Noodle reined in his projecting rock. Noodle followed him around and
horse here and, turning his head, l<>Qked over his int0- a rather wide nic.1-_e, where it was as dark as
shoulder in the direction he had come, almost as pitc~. Tom paused here ,nd, striking a match,
applied the flame to a pitch-pine torch, which
if he expected someone had ·followed him.
Then he gave f\. nod of satisfaction, and blew a must have been there for the purpose. Then once
blast upon a small whistle which he. took from more he started anead, leading the horse, and
one of his pockets. The echoes of the whistle had went on through a· short passage which turned
hardly · died away, when there was a crashing in deliberately to the left and entered a roomy cave.
"Here we are, Bill," he said; affecting a cheerthe bushes to the left, and the form of a man
fulness that he did nQt altogether feel. "You
hurriedly appeared.
"Hello, Tom!" the horseman called out, . softly. say you have got time to stop now, so I reckon
"Is tha,t you, Bill?" came the reply. · "Got back I'll try an•· make it comfortable for you. I've been
hangin' around here for three days now an' work·
•
quick, didn't you?"
every time '1 though•
"Yes, tnuch quicker than I expected to return. in' away like the it.dickens
I finished up the job as far
Something happened over at the Flat which it was· safe to do
as I dared to go jest afore dark tonight, as I told
caused me to leave in a hurry."
your way over to
• "Got into trouble, maybe," the man said, as he yer•when you stopped hereforonyou
to git your re,the Flat. It's a fine way
emerged fully from the bushes.
veng:e on the stage-coach people, an' there ain't no
"Yes, I did get into trouble."
possible chance of anyone ever findin' out who
"Funny that you got drove away from there, done
it." ·
thougn."
"I certainly wouldn't want any one to find out
"Oh, 1 wasn't driven away exactly. I could
have remained there, and I suppose it wi,uld who did it, Tom," an(l Noodle shook his head "I
have been all right, too. But I chose to come." only wish I could get Young Wild West and his
"Oh!'' and the man called Tom gave a nod as partners on the bridge at the same time. It would
~ea great satisfaction to see them all go tumbling
\
if he was satisfied.
the rope fast
Noodle turned his horse toward the bushes, and, mto the <;hasm. Hav:e you t«ade
so a smgle pull will cause the bridge to give
stepping aside, Tom permitted him to go on yet
thrpugh. He followed him, and did not say a way?"
"No, I ain't done th.a t yet. I thought tomorword as the horseman continued on for a dozen
yard$, Then Noodle dismounted, and Tom ven- row momin' y,,ould be time enough for that. It
was putty mgh dark when I finished as you
tured to remark:
know. It's a sort of risky business to be foolin'
"Anything new over at the Flat?"
"Nothing in particular, out Young Wild West a:r:ound, over that deep place out there. One little
shp an a f'eller will ·go down a couple c,f hundred
is there."
.of sharp stones. I wouldn't
"The dickens you say!" anti Tom seemed to be feet an' land on a lot
want io drop down there, an' I reckon you wouldnot a little surprised.
n't, either.''
"Now you can understand why I came back in
"No one would, TQm. ~ut what's the use of
,
such a hurry."
talking· that way? I am gomg to take your word
"He's after you then, eh?"
the job all right. The stage"No, I hardly think that. But I was foolish that you have done Flat
at eight o'clock tomorrow
enough to ~tart to make trouble, and he got tht coach will leave the
that it will get here from
best of· me, 4lhat's. all. It was all· the fault of morning. Tflat means
When it reac:.hes
that bluffing fellow who calls himself the king- fifteen to twenty minutes later.
I WJ'nt it to go down.
pin of Six Spot Flat. I was so angered at him t~e center of the bridge
that I can put
tonight that I was going to shoot him, and Young I 11 show the Ov:erland Company
They put me out of busiWild West interfered and knocked the gun from them out .of busmess.
~ess, !)-nd this is the w:1y I am going to , get sat·
my hand."
isfaction. Of course, if there is anyone in the
"Knocked your gun from. your hand, eh?" and outRt at the time, most likely they will ket killed.
Tom appeared more surprised than ever.
But I can't help that. It is the stage-coach
"Yes, and then he gave me a thrashing right th.at I want to destroy, and the horses, · too. I
on the floor of the Alhambra barroom."
want to fix them so they won't do any business
"By thunder! That boy must be a regular ter- for a few days, and that will stop anyone from
ror. I've heard tell that he could lick his weight coming here to interfere with me in buy,ing that
in wildcats, but I never thought there was any strip at the east .side of the Flat, which nobody
kid as could handle you, Bill.''
thinks is worth.a dollar. I know pretty well that
"He handled me .all right, and ther e's no need if Timplin should come up from Prescott and set
so
in my trying to deny it. He - handled me
his !yes on it he w_ould. grab it instantly, .for he
thoroughly that I decided that the best thing has a way of tellmg Just where there is any
I
I could do was to get.. away from there. If
gold dust. I want that strip, and I want to get
had remained I might have lieen shot, for there!a it in a purely legitimate way and not P..ay much
no telling just what I would have tried. The for it. The fact is, Tom, that I haven t a great
beet thing for me to do wa91 to com~ over here, deal of _money on h~nd just now. Things have
aJid I did so. No\V then, we'll go into the cave;' been gomg wrong with me, and I lost a big pile
:l'a wanted me to stop when I was going over, but of money in the past month. I haven't h.rul mnr.h
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of a chance to win any, sin~e the miners at the
Flat all seem to be afraid to play cards with me
more."
"I know, Bill. You're goin' to ki)l two birds
with one stone. You're goin' to ~t square with
the stage-coach company, an' yo.u re goin' to fix
it so you kin buy that piece of land you're talkin'
about for a mere song. Al} right, go ahead an'
win out. If you give me" what you promise me,
I'll sartinly be satisfied.''
"I'll give you what I promise you, all right,
Tom, and a whole lot more, too. I know that the
strip of land on the ·east side of the Flat is
worth a million dollars. If I can get it for a
couple of hundred dollars you surely will fall
in for a mighty good job. I think you are capable
of ...being a foreman _if not something better."
.
-I could be a foreman ·au right, an' don't you
forgit it.,'' the villainous fellow answered.
The two had been standing · in the cave, Tom
holding the light while ·the conversation took
place. But now Bill Noodle turned and· walked
to a corner where the semblance of a table and
a couple of chairs could be seen in the dim 'fight.
"Wait a :inil;mte, Bill," Tom said. "Jest let me
hitch your horse over here an' I'll light a lantern.
You see, I was in 'the dark when I heard your
whistle. I was putty tired out, an' had jest laid
upon a blanket to go to sleep."
"I can see very well. You look after the horse.''
"You ain't goin' out ag'in tonight, then?"
"No. I'll make o~t that I went· over to Hiker
Hill, which is only --twelve miles from the Flat.
Of course, I mean to go back to Six Spot Flat
tomorrow morning, and I'll tell them, if anyone
should happen to ask, that I was at Hiker Hill."
The horse was soon cared for.. and then the
man called Tom was not ·long in lighting a lantern, after which he .extinguished the flaming
torch by thrusting it •into a pile of sand that
seemed to be there for that very purpose. Bill
Noodle had taken a seat upon a chair that was
close to the •small table, and he remained there,
his elbow resting upon, the table, until his man
had finished lighting the lantern.
·
"Want somethin' to eat?" Tom questioned.
"Yes. I intended to get something at the Alhambra, but I really didn't have time. Confound
that fellow who calls himself the king-pin of Six
Spot . Flat. He was altogether responsible -for
this. Of course, I WJlS a little hasty in picking a
row with Young Wild West, or even noticing him.
But it's too late now, and I am going to blame
him entirely for it, and get that man before I am
through. I'll get Young Wild West and his partners, too. I don't feel as if I am safe while
they're around, for they have fue reputation of '
spoiling such schemes as I am putting through."
"That's all right, Bill. I reckon there ain't none
of 'em as kin git ahead of you when it comes to
usin' your wits. You kin fool the best of 'em,
an' I happen to know it."
.
Then the man bustled around for a few minutes and soon had brought something in the way
of a cold repast to his employer.
"It's th'e best I ~in give you, unless· I go to
the trouble of startin' a fire," he explained, as he
set it before him.
"This will do nicely, Tom," Noodle declared. "I
am a man of the world. I have sat at the finEJst
meal that can be bought in the whole United
States. and I have satisfied my appetite with a
all¥

piece of salt buffalo meat. It's all the same in a
lifetime. After it's over with, what's the dif~rence? This 'is all right, and the stuff you
have got here with the cold coffee is quite enough
to appease anyone's hunger."
He ate rather greedily and, when he had finished, rolled a cigarette and ·lighted it. Then he
moved the cha,ir so· he· could lean his back a gainst
the rocky side of the cave, and appeared to be ·
perfectly contented. Tom went to look after the
horse a few minutes later to m-ake ·sure that it
was comfortablv situated. There was another
steed there, which was his own, and he paid a
little attention to that as well.
Then he c_a me back and began sorting over
some blankets that lay in a heap nea!' the table.
"S'pose I'll have to fix a bed for yer," he said,
nodding to his boss.
"Yes, any old thin£ will do. What's good
enough for you to sleep upon is certainly good
enough for me. I am not a milliopaire just now,
you knoV{. Later on I'll be one, most likely, and
then I'll want a downy bed with the best steel
springs that can be bought."
"I only hope that everything pans out the way
you want it to, Bill," Tom answered, as he went
on with his preparations.
In a few minutes he had fixed things up to suit
him, •and then turning to his employer, he said:
"I don't. s'pose you mind if I turn in. I'm a
bit tired a.n' sleepy, as I said afore."
"Go -ahead., Tom. I'll join you, I think. While
I am not very sleepy, I may .as well lie down, and
I can be figuring out what I intend to do while I
remain awake."
A few minutes later the two men' were lying
upon the blankets that had been spread upon the
rocky floor of ,the cave. Tom was not long in
going to sleep, but it' must have been a couple
of hours before Bill N ciodle closed his eyes, and
his regular breathing would 'have informed anyone that he was in a. sound slumber. Both men
s1ept the night through, and the sun was up
when one of them awakened. It was Noodle, and
the moment he saw the light in the cave he sprang
to his feet, at the same time calling out sharply
for his companion to rise.
"Eh, what is it?" Tom asked, sleepily. "Oh
it's mornin', eh.? Why, it seems as i• I jest laid
down only a few minutes. ago.' All right, Bill.
I'll be ,right with you I s'pose you want a little
breakfast.''
"I don't want a little breakfast. I wa.nt a big
breakfast. You go ahead and kindle a fire and
see what you can fix up for me. Half a dozen
fried eggs and a hot cup of coffee about satisfies
me, I think. Got plenty of crackers, haven't you?"
"Yes, there's half a barrel of them that you had
me bring over from Hiker Hill."
.
"Yes, r lfnow that. I thought it was better to
bring them from that place than to buy anything
over at the Flat. Suspicion might haye been directed at me if we had made our putchases at
the Flat."
Tom gave a nod, and then went on to the other
side of the cave, where there was a large opening
that overloookd the chasm that was spanned by
the bridge something like two hundred feet fur-ther along to the right. There was a rather wide
· space right there, and a pi]& of wood that had
been cut ~into broken lengtlrs -that made them
suitable for a. fire was right at hand. Tom seemed
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to know his business in that direction, and it was

not long before he had a good fire going. • Then
he hu11g a tin pail that contained water and some
ground coffee over it, after which he got a big
frying-pan and threw some· slices of bacon in it.
This was placed over the fire whe~ it had
burned down sufficiently to permit such a thing1
and then the breakfast was being prepare<1
·
rapidly.
"I'll go and nave a look at the bridge while I'm
waiting," Noodle suggested. "I'll be back in about
ten minutes, Tom.''
"All right, maybe I'll have the eggs fried by
that tlme. But I hardly think the coffee will be
boiled enough.''
It won't make a:ny
' 1That will be all right.
difference if I have to wait ten minutes longer
than that."
Then the villain went out. It was just about
ten minutes when he came back. ·The breakfast
was not quite ready, though he saw at a glance
that it soon would be.
"ls everything all right, Bill?''. .Xom asked,
•
•
looking at him inquiringly.
"Everything is all right. You have sawed the
supports in two, and all -that is needed is a
sharp jerk on the rope after it's tied to one of
them, and the bridge will fall from its own ·
weight.''
"I know tnat. I worked in a shipyard on the
Pacific coast once, and I can't be fooled by sich
business."
"Well after ·we have eaten breakfast we'll see
to it that the rope is tied in the proper place and
the -other end of it pulled far enough away so a s·
to avoid all possible chance of being seen by anyone when the bridge drops.• Then I'll mount and
ride on to the Flat.''
"All right, Bill, and I'll stay here till the stagecoach comes and do .the trick in proper fashion."
"Of course you will. Don't make a mistake
about it, for you know that I'll be killing two
birds with one stone, as you said last night.''
Tom nodded and gave a chuckle, just as if he
thought it amounted to nothing to cause the deat},l
of one . or more innocent people. The two ate
their breakfas t, taking their time about it, and
when he had finished, Noodle w.aited for his companion to get the rope, and then he went out and
the end of it was made fast to · one of the main
supports of the bridge that had been sawed in
two places, so that a quick jerk would p~ll a
piece from it and then the whole st ructure would
go smashing downward into the chasm. When it
was completed to his satisfaction and the rope
spread along through the bushes, NoolJle gave a
nod of satisfaction. and, mounting his '.horse, rode
out upon the trail and hurried for Six Spot Flat.

CHAPTER VI.-Hop Wah At His Old Tricks.
· Young Wild West ·and Cheyenne Charlie did
not remain very long at the Alhambra. After the
derparture of Bill Noodle, the card sharl?, there
was nothing in the way of excitenient there. True,
pmes of · cards. startild up, and. tho~ playing .at
the- tables ,p:rew excit"1 at times, but this ·was not
at all interesting to the. YOUJl&' deadshot and the
scout. It was to Jlo'p, however, though.he simply
looked on in silence as long as the two remail)ed

JS

there. But as soon as Wild and Charlie had
started for the camp he pulled a chair up close to
a table at which four miners were. playing for a
rather high ante, and observed:
"Me likee play dlaw pokee; so be."
"What's that, heathen?" Big Lem, who was one
of.the men playing, asked, lookinf around in surprise.
''Me likee play dlaw pokee," repeated the Chinaman.
"Oh, you do, eh? W ~II, if you kin play the
game as go°4 as y~u ~n do some other things,
I reckon you 11 be a wmner every time. Want
to drop in an' join us?"
"Yes, _ me_ likee lat velly muchee. Me velly
smartee Chmee. Play dlaw pokee likee any•
thing."
"Lem, what's the use of lettin' him come in the
game, after knowin' that he's a · sleigh~f-hand
feller. He'll stack the eards as sure as anything,
an' most likely he'll .clean us out in no time.''
It was a miner called Billy who made this remark, and he acted very much as if he was
reaay to quit should the Chinaman enter the
'
.
game.
"See here, Billy," Big Lem said, somewhat
sneeringly, "I always thought you called yourself
mighty slick at handlin' a deck of cards."
"I am if I want to cheat. But when I set
down with fellers like you an' the rest here, I
·
always play an honest game."
\'That's all right. But if you think the heathen
is a cheat, you have got the same privilege.''
"That's different, then. If that's the way you
feel about ·t, Lem, I ain't got no objections to his
'
comin' in."
"Me no cheatee,'' declared Hop, as they made
room for him and he put his chair tb the table.
"Me -velly goodee Chinee. Me go to Sunday school
in 'Frisco.''
1
' 1 reckon there's a good many men what's gone
to Sunday school when they was kids an' turned
out to be putty bad at that," B'ig Lem retorted,
,
with a laugh.
"Maybe you go to Sunday · school, len."
·
. "Maybe I did.t'You turn~e outtee to be
1 "Lat allee light, len.
velly bad Melican man, so be."
"Nat yet I ain't, but I will say that I ain't much
of a good one. Any galoot as plays cards for
money an' drinks whisky ain't exactly what yer
·
~n call good man.''
"Yes, but there's a whole lot worse ones what
don't gamble or drink, an' make out they're awful
good," declared Billy.
This seemed to suit the others, for they all
nodded approval.
"Your name is Hop, ain't it?" one. of the men
at the table said, looking at the Chinaman a
'
·
broad grin on his face.
"Lat light, me nam;e Hop Wah. Me comee
flom China."
"Of course you must have come from China.
You don't s'pose I thought you come from South
· •
,
J\merica, do yer?", _ . . .
· . '.'Where um South Melica ?'' Hop asked, as if he
wa\l ' curious to learn. of some place .he had never
·
·
heard of.
"Down south is · all I know. I ain't much on
jography, an' I never was, but ~I've heard tell
that there's a mighty big place by that name."'

.,
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"Lat allee light. China velly bigee place, too. ing quite a treeze b owing down the mountainPlenty tea gardens, and evelythling nice."
side.• Wild was willing to go with her, of course
"About the dirtiest place on earth, I've heard." · and each taking a rifle, they set out slowly ana1
Big Lem spoke up, shaking his head. "They tell walked around toward the claims that were
me that heathens is so thick there that they live staked out at the foot of the steep slope. It
like a swarm ~ rats."
was not long before they met Jerry Davis, the
·
"You vellv muchee mistakee,'' Hop answered, king-pin of Six Spot Ftat.
looking very· serious. "Evelybody velly muchee lich
"Good-mornin'," he said, bowing politely and
in China. Plenty gold, plenty evelythling to eat, taking off his hat. "I ain't changed my mind
plenty music allee timee. Nobody dirty. Evely• since last night, Young Wild West." •
body velly muchee clean."
"Good! I am g1ad to hear you say that. You
"It's a wonder that you didn't stay there if it look quite fresh this morning. I reckon you
was so nice."
,
didn't drink much tanglefoot after you left our
"Me wantee see Melica. Me likee Melica velly camp last night.''
muchee. Me stav here allee _timee now."
"No, I sorter let up on it. It's a losin' game,
While Hop was talking he was handling the anyhow. But you oughter· have stayed at· the
deck of cards, and unknown to those sitting about Alhambra a little later. That clever Chinee of
the table he was :putting certain ones together, yours sartinly did win some money.''
so he would know just where they were when he
"He did, eh?'~ and Wild became very much
dealt. He gave the pack a quick shuffle, and then interested.
·
dropping it upon the centre of the table, said:
"Yes, he film-flammed a few of 'em out of
"We cuttee for um dealee.''
quite a little pile. But he wanted to give it
"I don't kr.·vw as that makes anv difference, back to 'emt an' they wouldn't take it.''
heathen," Big Lelli said. "It was- my deal, but
"He offered to give the money back to them,
you dropped in between me, so that makes it eh?"
•
yours. Go ahead. What's the · difference who
"Yes, one of 'em was Big Lem, an' he was
deals in a game of draw poker?''
too much of a sport for anything like that, so
"All the difference in the world," spoke up when he wouldn't take it the rest wouldn't
Billy, "especially when there's any cheatin' to be either. But say, you ain't interested in buyin'
done.
·
any land around here, are yer, Young Wild
"No cheateel" Hop exclaimed. "Me ketchee West?"
you cheatee me shootee you. Me go lis way."
"Buying land, eh? Well, I didn't have any
Then he quickly drew the big pistol he usually such idea.''
kept concealed under his coat, and pointing the
"There's a piece right over here a little waya
muzzle toward the ceiling, pulled the Wgger.
that's for sale, an' I reckon it kin be bought ver,
Bang! A lo•1d report sounded and the room cheap."
was filled with smoke. The sudden shot had the
"What is the land good for?"
•
ed'ect of causing every man to rise to his feet,
"There might be a rich lode on it."
and for a. moment it seemed as if there was going
"There might, eh?"
to be a free-for-all fight.
·
"Yes, an' there might not. But I'm goin' to
"Evelythling allee · light,'' Hop called out, for tell yer somethin' though I don't suppose I 9ught
he realized right away that he had made a mistake to do it, either.''
in acting that· way. "Me only havee lillee fun,
"Well, if you think you had better not tell
so be. Me velly smartee Chinee. Shootee allee it, let it go at 'that.''
samjle likee Young Wild West.''
"But see here, Young Wild West, yo11; sorter
"Thunder!" a voice exclaimed from another woke me up yesterday afternoon, an' I feel aa
part of the r<ft>m. "I don't like this. But since though I oughter do you a good turn. Some of
lt'I' Young Wild West's Chinee what done it., lt'a the boys think it would be a mighty. good joke
all 1ight.''
·
to sell you this here piece of land I'm tellin' you
Hop 1·ecognized the voice as belonging to•Jerry about for a couple of hundred dollars, makin'
Davis, the king-pin, and he promptly answered: you think there's plenty of gold dust on it. Bia"You allee light, Misler Jelly. Me only havee Lem is at the head of the game. He says he
llllee fun, lat allee." · .
don't care for the two hundred dollars they'll
The smoke quickly cleared away, and then it git from it, but it will be a mighty go~ joke
was not long before order was restored. The game to fool you an' your pards.''
was then started and Hop was pretty successful
"Oh, they are inclined to play a joke, are
in cleaning them out before they quit the g1:1-me, they? Well, just to please them we'll buy ~
after which Hop did a number of tricks ana land. How about it, Et?"
then bidding them all good-night he made his
"Of course we will," he sweetheart answered,
way to the camp.
laughingly. "What is two hundred dollars, an1"'
way?"
·
.
"Oh, but you wouldn't throw the two hundred
CHAPTER VIL-The Scheme To Destroy the dollars away/' Davis said, shaking his head seriStage-Coach . Is Foiled.
ously. "They re goin' to put a couple of big lumpai
1n the hole, an' each lump will be worth as much
Young Wild West and his friends always made as fifty or sixty dollars. That means that you1l
It a practice to rise early. They were up with frit the value of most of the money you're p117the sun the following morning, and by the time m' for the land.''
•
,
the majority of the miners were stirring, break"I see,'' and Wild laughed lightly. "When an
fast was ready. After finishing the morning- re- they going to do this?"
·
past Arietta suggested that they take a ' walk ·
"This mornin' some time. You see, , Bil Lem
around, for it was C08l and refreshing, there be- an' three others owns this piece of land. It s beea
/
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looked over a whole lot, but there ain't never to Hiker Hill. Wild hl!..d no intention of going
been as much as fifty dollars' worth of dust to all the way to the other mining camp, or half
be took from it. Come over here, an' I'll show way, for that matter, but he simply wanted to
it to yer."
gratify his sweetheart's whim, he feeling sure
Wild and Arietta followed him a couple of hun- that after she had been in the hot sun for a
dred yards a-long the foot of the slope, and then while she would be glad enough to turn back.
they came to a spot that lay directly opposite
They had ridden over the rough trail nearly
the collection of shanties and tents at the· Flat, tw.o miles when suddenly as they reached the top
where the ground was bare and rocky.
,
of a rise that was close under a towering cliff
"There's jest three claims here, an' it's owned they caught a glimpse of a horseman approachby four men," Davis - explained. '!Up till last ing. Even though it was but a glimpse, Young
night they've been holdin' it for ten thousand Wild West recognized the horseman.
dollars. But rou see they've been lgokin' it over _
"By jingo!" he exclaimed, ' 1her& comes the fel.every now an then until they've come to the con- low they call Bill Noodle, the card sharp. . Et,
clusion that it ain't worth a pinch of salt, an' I hardly think he saw us. We'll hide here and
they say that it would be a mighty good joke to wait until he goes by."
play on the Champion Deadshot of the West."
."Just as you say, Wild," the girl answered,
. "All right. Let them go ahead with their won- for she was always ready to do anything the
derful joke," and Wild nodded and smiled at the young deadshot said or suggested.
man.
_
There happened to be a handy place for them
"Don't let on that I have told yer anything, to hide in close by, and having plenty of time
though," the king-pin continued.
to do it, since the horseman must be easily a
"No, I'll never mention a word, n_or will Ari- couple of hundred yards away, they turned vety
etta or any of the rest of us. Much obliged to sharply to the right and "7ere soon out of sight
you for letting us know of the joke that is behind a cluster of rocks.
to be played on us, Jerry."
He quickly swung himself in the saddle, and
"Oh, don't 'Mention it. You sorter took the pel> then rode Spitfire out upon the trail again.
out OI me an' woke me ur, an' I felt as if l
They could hear the sounds of
receding
oughter let you know what s goin' on, especiallr, hoofs of Bill Noodle's horse, but inthea few
mowhen somebody is tryin' to have fun with yer. ' ments they died out entirely. Wild dismounted
"Well, so long as they don't do anything worse and assisted his swe~'· 1,eart to do like-Wise, "and
than that, ·they can have all the fun they like. then both listened anct kept a watch through a
We all appreciate a joke, and sometimes give small opening. They could hear the hoof-beats
as
one ourselves."
the rider approached, and presently they saw
Wild took a look over the J:iare patch of land, him coming at a slow canter. The young
deadand -noticed where it began and where it ended, shot had made no mistake, for it was really
for there were claims staked out on either side the man who called himself Bill Noodle.
The
of it. Then Jerry started back for the Flat, the villain had left the cave a short time before,
young deadshot and his sweetheart going on and was . now on his way to
Six .Spot Flat.
over the barren stretch for fully half a mi-le.
Wild was not at all surprised to see · the felThere was nothing for them to shoot at, so as
the sun became higher they turned .and went low riding that way, but when he reined in his
back, reaching the camp about twenty minutes horse right opposite to the hiding-place of the
later. As they were walking toward the Alham- two and appeared undecided about turning back
bra they saw an old-fashioned stage-coach drive or going on, the boy figured that he had taken a
around the corner of . the building and stop be- wise precaution in hiding there. He motioned
for Arietta to keep still, at the same time keepfore it.
his eyes and ears wide open. Noodle turned
"I wonder where the stage goes tof Wild?" ing
his horse as if to go back, but suddenly changed
Arietta asked, looking at her young over in- his
mind.
·
quiringly.
"Confound it alil" the two heard him say.
"I don't know, but I have heard that there is
another camp ,about twelve miles to the West. "Tom knows his business all right, and he'll
attend to the bridge. I'll go on."
Maybe it runs there."
Having come to this conclusion, the villain
"So there is a camp as close as · that, eh? Suppose we get;, our horses and ride out that started his horse ahead and quickly galloped
from the spot. What Young Wild West and Ariway?"
·
"There wouldn't be much to see if we were etta had heard him say was quite enough to
make them deeply interested, and not a little
to do it, Et."
'
"No, of course not. But I feel like taking a puzzled.
horseback ride this ~orning."
"What could he mean about Tom attending to
·
"Well, that settles it, then. We'll go. We'll the bridge?" Aridetta· asked, as her lover as· get the horses right away."
sisted her to mount her horse.
The two hurried to the camp, and were not
~That's what we have got to find out, little
long in saddling t}l.eir horses.
Jri"rl. I don't know who Tom is, and I didn't
The rest ask~d them where they were going, :lcnow there was a bridge anywhere about here.
of course, and Arietta invited Anna and Eloise The thing for us to do is to find out, as I just •
to come along. But whether they thought that said. Coine on. We'll take it. easy so we won't
two was a couple and quite sufficient, or they come upon any one all of a sudden.
W e'llt let
were not inclined to take an early morning ride, our horses walk and be careful that we keep upon
they declined the invitation, so Young Wild West - th~ft ground as much as possible."
and his sweetheart rode on around the rear of
He swung himself into the saddle, and then
the Alhambra and took the trail that would lead rode Spitfire out upon the trail. Keeping t,hciir
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horses at a walk, they continued along the trail, had the spot where he emerged from the bushes
and in a very few minutes they came in sight of well marked in his mind, and without any hesitathe bridge that spanned the deep . chasm. The tion he crept softly across the trail and reached
moment he
it Young Wild West reined in the edge of the bushes. He listened for a few
Spitfire.
seconds, and then heard a rustling near him. The
"Et," he said in a whisper, "I reckon we had sound was caused simply by someone moving his
better leave our horses here somewhere and get feet, andi after making sure of this the boy pushed
up close to the bridge without running the chance 11,side the bushes and peered through. On a rock ··
of being seen by the fellow called Tom. Neither but a few feet distant sat the man, holding the
of us know who he is, but he certainly must be rope loosely in h_is hands. Already the young
a man, and he is looking after the bridge, in deadshot had drawn a revolver, and slowly rising
one way or another."
,
to his feet, he thrust the weapon through the
"That's right, Wild," Arietta answered per- bushes and Stt\pped directly before the villain.
fectly satisfied to do as ae suggested.
"I reckon you had better let go of that rope,~
They rode the horses in behind some rocks, and Tom," he said, in his cool and easy way. "Yeu
then dismounting, tied them so they would .not ara ·not going to make that bridge fall into the
stray out and be seen upon the trail. On second chasm today."
thought Wild decided that it ,w ould be best to
Astounded and badly frightened, Tom let go
let the girl remain there for a while until he of the rope and fell backward, for his muscles
went further on to take an observation. Arietta would not permit him to spring to his feet.
agreed to ·this promptly enough, so she sat down
Wild sprang fqrward as quick as a flash, and
upon a rock and the young deadehot slipped seized him by the throat, at the same time pressnoiselessly away and proceeded with all the cau- ing the muzzle of his revolver against his temple. .."You sneaking coyote!" he exclaimed. "You
tion he could command toward the bridge. He
was within a few yards of it when a man would-be murderer. You meant to cause the bridge
stepped out of the bushes and looked straight up to fall when the stage-coach got upon it, knowing
full well that there would surely be one or more
the trail.
"Ahl" the boy exclaimed under his breath. human beings in it at the time. I feel as if I
"That· must be Tom. Now then, what is he do- ought to put a bullet through your brain. Stop
ing here, I wonder, and what did Noodle Iffean struggling or I surely will do it.''
"M-mercyl" gasped the man. "Don't choke
when he said Tom woulq attend to the bridge all
me.''
right, or words to that effect?"
Not a little puzzled, the young deadshot
"I ought to,'' Wild answered, as he slightly
watched the · movements of the man. But Tom relaxed his hold upon the throat he had clutched
did not seem inclined to do anything more than • so powerfully. "Get upon your feet instantly."
to look up and down the trail and pace back and
With his left hand the boy felt over his prisoner
forth in a nervous sort of way. There was and . quickly relieved him of a revolver and huntplenty of chance for the yqung deadshot to creep ing-knife.
"Now then," he said, in his cool and easy way,
up to the edge of the chasm close to the bridge
without being seen by the man, and·, taking ad- "you come with me.''
Through the bushes he marched him and once
vantage of it, he did so. As he peered into the
depths and saw the jagged rocks far below, he ' out upon the trail, Wild called gently for his
sweetheart to come. Ariettfl. quickly appeared
.
,
shook his hea'd and muttered:
"A mighty bad place to fall, I reckon. I don't from behind the rocks and ran lightly toward him
know how far this cut extends, but I suppose without showing the least surprise at seeing him
the bridge was put here to make a short cut to with a prisoner.
some place, probably the camp they call Hiker
"I found hilll, Et:•• Wild said smilingly.
Hill."
'
"I know you would," came the reply. "After
Then he peered under the bridge, and when you got out of my sight to the right of the briqge
he saw a rope stretched from one of the heavy I saw him, too, so I wasn't at all worried. But
tirn,bers that supported it he gave a start . . His ·what is he staying here by the bridge for? Did
eyes followed it until he saw it disappear at the you find out?"
other side of some bushes. Then he looked more
"I reckon I did. The supports of the bridge
closely, and seeing some pieces of fresh sawdust are all but sawed apart, and there is a rope ataround one of 1;he timbers, he began wondering tached to one of them, so that the least. pull upon
more than ever. But it only took a closer look it will send the whole structure eras.b ing into the
for him to see that the main supports of the depths of the chasm. A fearful thing to do, if
bridge had been sawed almost completely in two, anyone should happen to be upon it at the time.
and that the rope was tied to one of them that Of course, I don't know just what it was done for,
had been severed completely close to the bridge but I "reckon we'll find out before we get through .
with Mr. !!'om.''.
and nearly all the way a few feet below it.
"He .o ught to be placed upon the bridge and •
"So thi,_s is the sort of game Bill Noodle is run. ning is 'it?" Wild muttered under his breath. sent down with it!" the girl exclaimed, her eyes
,
"Weh, I reckon that bridge isn't going to fall flashing.
"No, no I" cried the prisoner, excitedly. "Don't
with anything living upon it if I can prevent it.
I'H fix the f~llow cal)ed Tom all right,- and it is kill me, don't kill me. It ain't my fault. Bill
Noodle is responsible for it all. He wants to git
not going to take , me long to do it, either."
·'~
Aftl!r taking another look at the fiendish work square with the stage-coach company, an' thia
was
his
schenie
to
do
it.''
whicli meant the sure death of someone if it was
allowed to go ahead, the boy crept softly from . "It must be a terrible grudge to hold.''
"He's got some other idea in doin' it, too. H,
the bridge and . around behind the . rocks again.
The man was nowhere to be, seen now, but Wild wants to spoil the outfit, so some men over . .

saw
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Hiker Hill won't. come over to Six Spot Flat today. There's some land over there what's to be
sold, 1m' he said the men at Hiker Hill is willin'
to pay a big price for it. He wants to git it
himself, 'cause he kin git it for a song. He seems
to know that it's rich in gold."
Wild glanced at Arietta as the villain said
this, at1<! she gave a nod, for,. like him, she
thought of what Jerry Davis had told" them just
before they left the mining camp.
"That sounds rather peculiar, don't it, Et?" the
young deadshot said, smiling at her.
"It does, and if what this man says is true it
don't be !lUCh a very good joke, after all, if they
sell the land to you."
"I am sure it won't."·
Before the young deadshot could say anything
more the rumbling of wheels could be heard in
the distance.
"The stage-coach is coming," Arietta cried.
"We must stop it, Wild.''
Then they watched for the outfit to appear.

CHAPTER VIII.-Ready for the Joke.
Nearer came the sounds made by the wheels of
the heavy stage-coach. Young Wild West and
Arietta stood in the center of the trail, not more
than fifty feet from the bridge, and when the
horlles pulling the vehicle rounded a bend not far
distant, they threw up their hands and shouted
at the top of their voices. · The villain Tom stood
between them, and though neither seemed to be
payino- any attention to him just then, he made
no effort to escape. The driver saw them and
reined in the horses and put on the brake in
tim€. to stop within twenty feet of them.
·
"What's the trouble, strangers?'t he called out,
appearing somewhat nettled at being halted.
"You're not going over that bridge for a while,"
the young deadshot answered, in his cool and easy
way. "It-needs repairing."
"'Vhatl" snorted the driver1 acting as if he intended to start the horses anead, regardl~ss of
pie fact that thev were standing right in his
way. "That bridge would hold a railroad train.~
"~ ou think so, but you're mistaken. The suppc•rts have been sawed away, and the weight of
your horses would be very apt to send it crashing
downward.''
"Been sawed away!" the driver cried, becoming
excited. "Who done it?"
"This man right here. Have yqu ever seen
him before?"
·•
"Yes, I seen him afore. He belongs over at
Hiker Hill, where I change horses."
"Well, if you know him, it's all right. But I
ftCkon you don't know any good of him, do you?" ·
"I don't know no good of him, or no bad of
him, either, any more than that you say he's
flawed the bridge beams in two. But I won't believe yer, young feller, till I've seen it with my
own eyes."
"That's right. I don't blame you. Just get
down from there and take a look.''
The driver quickly jumped down from his
:perch and ran to the bridge.
"Don't walk upon it," warned Wild. "Look
pound at t;_he sides and 7ou'll soon see that what
l am telling you is true.' .
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The man obeyed, and in less than two minut.e•
he came back, his face as white as a sheet.
"Gracious!" he exclaimed. "What could this
feller want to do a thing like that for?"
"Because a fellow named Bill Noodle hired him
to do it."
"I don't know what I'm goin' to do, young fe~
ler," the driver said, after he had become mo1'
calm. "It sartinly wouldn't be safe for me to dr·v•
over the bridge.''
.
"Of course not. Is there no other way to ge•
over ihe chasm?"
"There's another bridge about six miles from
here.''
"Well, suppose you go that way, then. I would
rather have you do it than go back to the Flat
just now. I have a little business there, and I
want to attend to it. lf "you should happen to ,
come back it might spoil the whole thing.''
"You ain't goin' away from here an' leave the
bridge like this, are yer?"
.
"Oh, no. We'll have to put up something to
warn anyone coming this way that it won't be
safe to cross it. Say!" and Wild touched him 02'
the arm.
"What it it?" the driver asked, eagerly.
"I reckon you had better take this fellow over
to Hiker Hill with you. I'll tie ltim so he won't
stand any chance of getting loose.''
"All right, if you say so I'll do it."
"I do say so. Then as soon as you go I'll
send my girl here back to the Flat to get my two
partners and two or three others who can be
trusted. Then we'll mighty soon fix it so that no
one will attempt to go across the bridge.''
"Say," the driver said, suddenly, "ain't you
Young Wild West?"
"Yes, that's who I am."
"I thought so. I heard about you right after I
woke up this mornin'. You see I didn't git in till
late last night, an' I didn't bother about goin' to
the Alhambra. If I had gone over there I s'pose
I'd •heard all about yer. Well, ,I 'm mighty glad
I met yer. How did you happen to come out this
way, anyhow?"
"That is hard to tell, but Arietta," and the boy
nodded to his sweetheart, "wanted to take a ride
this way, and I suppose if there is any credit due,
she is the one who should have it."
"It's a blessed thing that you come miss," and
the driver turned and looked at the 1oridge.
From the bridge his eyes turned to the prisoner,
and then he suadenly turned very red in the face
and made a grab for his gun.
"The best thing to do with this feller is to shoot
him right on the spot," he cried. "Any man who
would fix a bridge so it would tumble down when
somebody started to cross it ain't fit to live.''
"I agree with you partly on that, driver;' Wild
said, in his cool and easy way, at the same time
~aying a restraining hand upon the man. "Bu1!
you mustn't think of shooting this fellow. Let
the law take its course."
"Law, eh? What's the law got to do with anything like this? Ain't he owned up that he sawed
them timbers?"
"Yes, that's true enough. B'ut he should be
given a fair trial."
"I don't think so."
"See here," Wild said, after thinking a moment.
"See here," he said, after thinking a moment,
"l reckon you had better stay righ~ he:9 where
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you are until somebody comes here to either fix
the bridge or watch it and see that no oli.e attempts to cross it. Now then, you do as I tell
you, and everything will come out all right."
"I s'pose I might "jest as w~ll stay here as ·to
go on, if you're goin' to send somebody over here
right away."
"I'll send a few men--here as quickly as possible.
We'll take this fellow with us. He certainly must
have a horse somewhere around here."
"I've got a horse," Tom spoke up, eagerly, as
if he was glad of the opportunity to get away
from the stage-coach driver.
"All right, you show me where it is right away.
Et, you stay here and keep the driver company."
"All r ight, Wild," the girl answered, coolly.
Tom was more than willing to lead the young
deadshot to -the cave, and once there, after looking at the rude furnishings, he took the horse
by ·the bridle and bade the man lead the way out
to the trail again.
As they came out Arietta and the driver nodded
in a way that gave great satisfactlon.
"Tom," Wild said, just as if the man was a
friend and not a priE1oner, "mount your horse
and ride along with us peaceably, and · you may
stand a chance of saving your life. It was ·a murderuus thing for you to do, but since no one suffered from it you have a possible chance."
"I wouldn't have done it if Bill Noodle hadn't
made me," was the reply. "He's been a mighty
good friend to me, an' he promised me a whole
lot if I'd do it. If I hadn't done it he would
have done it himself, so there ain't much difference. I'm glad, though, -that npthin' has come
of it."
Then he mounted his horse, and after Wild had
cautionea the driver to remain right there and
not leave the spot under 1;1.ny conditions, he a ssisted his sweetheart into the saddle, and then
sprang upon the back of Spitfire and all three
rode back in the direction of the Flat.
They rode on, ;:ind when they came in sight, of
the cluster o"f shanties, Tom pointed to the left
and said they could easily go· around that way
without anyone seeing them. Wild saw that he
was "right, after halting and looking around a bi~
and then they turned that way. In a very short
time they rode into the camp. All were there
save Charlie and Hop, and they were not a little
surprised when they saw a prisoner being brought
in.
"We have been in the greatest of luck this
morning!" ·Arietta exclaimed. "Wait until you
hear what this man has been guilty of, and why
he did it."
,
"Tell us all about it!" Jim Dart exclaimed,
eagerly.
The young deadshot did so, making it as brief
as possible, but bringing out all the points. Jim
was astounded, and so was Eloise and Anna
while even Wing, th€ cook, acted as if he could
not believe it possible that such a foul scheme
could have been put through.
.
"Why, this man can't have the least regard
for human life," the scout's wife declared as she •
looked at the prisoner and then stepped 1Dack as
If she feared to remain close to him.
"Can't you let me go?" T·om spoke up, pleadingty. "I promise you that I'll go straight away an'
never come back here ag'in as long as I live."
"You'll.stay right here because I may want you

to · face Bill Noodle," the young deadshot answered.
The prisoner sat down, and at a word from our
hero, Jim Dart proceeded to tie him hand and
foot. When this was done he was dragged _into
one of the tents, and Wing was ordered to keep
a guard over him. Just then Char lie and Hop
were seen hurrying toward the camp, followed by
a dozen or more miner~. One of the latter was
Big Lem, arid he seemed to be in a hurry to get
there. Of course, Charlie and the rest had learn•
ed all about the .ioke th~t the miners proposed to
play upon Wild, and Charlie and Hop were laughing heartily as they _hurried to the spot.
"Got back, eh, Wild?" he called out. ''Well, you
have got a chance to buy three whole claims for
a couple of hundred dollars. T.here's another feller what's after the property, so I reckon you had
better git in ahead."
"Is that so, Charlie?" Wild answered, acting as
if he knew nothing about it at all. "Who is the
other fellow who wants to buy the land?"
"The sneakin' coyote what left the whiskymill in sich a hurry last night."
"You mean Bill Noodle?"
.
"That's him . . He's willin' to give three hundred
for the land, but Big Lem, who is in char ge of it,
says as how he would rather sell it to us for two
hundred. He guarantees that there's g old on it,
too, an' is willin' to give the money back, if we
don't find what he says is true."
"All right, Charlie. We'll buy the land."
"That's it!" exclaimed one of the m en. "I
knowed he would buy it."
It was Jerry Davis, and as he showed h imself
there was a broad grin on his face. But he was
not the only one who was smiling. All the miners
seemed to have been infected with laughter in
some degree or other. No doubt they thought it
a mighty big joke.
CHAPTER IX.-The Joke.
Feeling sure that the stage-coach route would
be broken up for a while, and ·that-he would have
the chance to obtain the piece of land he was after.
for a very small sum, Bill Noodle rode .on leisu:rely toward Six Spot Flat. As he came in sight of
the cluster of shanties a tinge of uneasiness came
over him, for he began to think that he might
have to face Young Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot. . He brought his horse to a halt and
.sat in the s~ddie thinking fo:r; full~ two minutes
and then with a nod ·o f satisfaction he starte-a1
ahead, muttering as be did so.
"Well, I may- have to humble myself, .for there
is no doubt but that the boy can master me when
it comes to shooting or fighting with fists. I'll
have to take any insult that is put upon me, I
suppose. BU:t it is worth it, for when I get hold
of the three claims that are considered worthless
I'll soon show the people. around here how quickly
I'll become a millionaire. Ha, ha, ha! This is
what I call real nice. I am gettin~ a 'terrible
revenge upon those who run the stage-coach line,
I know. Really, I am a little sorry to cause the .
loss of a life. But how could four horses and a
rickety old stage-coach tumble into a chasm and
the driver be saved? It's out of the question.
Let it go. I shall not bother myself any more
about it."

•
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Then he became quite cool, and swung around
and soon struck the level part of the Flat, which
overlooked the hollow and the sloping side of the
mountain a little beyond it. Noodle rode straight
up to._ the Alhambra, but when he found quite a
few miners assembled there he wondered why it
was that they had not gone to their ·work. Some
of them greeted him in a friendly way, but
others seemed to hold him in contem,Pt. There
was a double xeason for this, perhaps, since the
gambler had flee_ce<! quite a few of them s~-yeral
times, and knowmg that he had been humiliated
by Young Wild West, no doubt they thought considerably less of him. J eny Davis, the kingpin of. Six Spot Flat, as he still styled himself, happened to be there, and he showed the
least bit of uneasiness when he saw. the man
enter. But having made up his mind to stick to
what he had told Young Wild West, he plucked
up all the courage he could command, and putting on a bold air, he returned the gaze of Noodle.
"Well, King-pin, how do yoµ feel this morning?" the latter asked, as he stepp~d to the bar.
"Good," was the reply.
"That's saying a ji_hole lot after the thrashing
you received from a9boy yesterday afternoon."
· "That do~'t hurt me mu.ch, an' I don't care
nothin' about it, anyhow. I reckon that boy kin
do the same to you."
"No doubt of it, so don't get angry. We both
know pretty well that Young Wild West is a
tnaster at fighting and shooting. That being the
case, we shouldn't feel ashamed of ourselves if he
got the best of us."
Jerry felt slightly relieved when be discovered
that the gambler did not mean to open up hostilities again.
Thinking it aovisable to let it go at that, he
turned his attention to some of the other miners
and began talking to them in a casual sort of way.
Presently Big Lem came in, and after glancing
in ·a n off-hand way at Noodle, he called out:
"Everything is ready, I reckon. This is goin
to be a big joke on the Champion Deadshot, an'
don't yer forgit it. I don't know jest ·how he'll
take it when he finds out that t1iem claims ain't
no good. But we kin have a good laugh at it,
an' I'm dead sartin he won't git mad."
"What's that you're talking about, Lem?"
Noodle asked, showing a little ·surprise.
"We have put up a job to play a joke on
"oung Wild West an' his pards," was the reply.
"We're goin 'to sell him them three claims me
an' a few others owns. Everybody .knows that
there ain't an ounce of gold dust to be scraped up
on the whole piece. But we've been over there an'
planted a couple of chunks in· a little crevice.
We've salted the place, you know, an' it's dead
sartin that when Young Wild West finds the
chunks he'll think he's struck it rich. Then"we'U
tell him that it's only a joke. Ha, ha, ha!"
"How much are you going to get for the land
If he's willing to buy it?"
"Oh, a couple of hundre~ dollars."
"You don't think the land is worth two hundred
dollars, then?"
•
"It ain't worth two hundred cents. Ain't I been
over it? I reckon I oughter know, 'cause I've
n prospectin' long enough."
"Well, suppQSe you let the joke go and sell
$he pr-0perty to me. I'll give you two hundred for

.
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"It can't be changed now, Bill. But what in
thunder do you want them- three claims for?"
"Speculation, that's all. I am willing to pay
three hundred for them, that's a hundred apiecei
and you can bet that it won't be long before I'l
deuble my money. Strangers are coming here
all the time, you know."
"Oh, if that's your game you can't have it,
anyhow. This swindlin' business ain't in our
line."
"Won't it be swindling business if you sell the
claims to Young Wild West for two hundred?"
"Not .exactly, 'cause I'll bet the chunks we
planted over there is worth more than half that
much."
"Even so, you will be swindling him out of the
other half."
.
"That's all right. That's where the joke comes
in. You can't have it, an' that settles it."
It was quite· a surprise the villainous gambler
had met with, for he had no idea that there
would be anyone who would buy the land other
than those over at Hiker Hill,. He wanted it
badly, but he knew there was little use in arguing
with Big Lem, who was the real leader of the
Flat, and also one of the owners of "the . land.
But he mac» up his mind to try hard, and th-inking it };,est to get them all in a pretty good humor:
he called them up and treated them. No sooner
had they emptied their glasses than he repeated
the invitation. All were willing to drink wit{! himj
and the result was .that in about half an hour Bil
Noodle had spent OVijr fifty dollars at the bar-of
the Alhambra.
Thinking he had them just about right then, he
proceeded to coax Big Lem to change his mind
about playing the joke upon Young Wi1d West
and his partners and let him have the three
claims for three hundred dollars. But 'it was no
use. Every man of them seemed determined to
carry out the joke as it had been plal,lned.
Realizing that it was useless to press the mat.
ter any further, the gambler consented to do thia,
and a few minutes later the crowd started tor the caclp of our friends. ·
Noodl~ followed the miners, but took ca~ to
keep at a good distance behind them. Howevel\
he got up close enough to hear the conversation
that took place, a»d when he heard' Young Wild
West readily agree to pay two hundred dollar@
for the land, he knitted his brows and muttered
savagely:
"It will just be the luck of that kid to find out
that there's a rich lode on that ,property. It
looks as though my scheme has failed. · Maybe
this won't bP. such a joke, after all.''
Meanwhile, Young Wild West and his friends
stood looking inquiringly at the smiling faces I
around them.
·
"Are you ready to sign over the three claims to;'
us?" Wild asked, as he stepped up to Big Lem. '
"Yes, right now. But you had better go and
look at the land first."
"Where is it?"
"Right ov·e r there," and the miner pointed down •
1
to the arid tract he was offering for skle.
"Oh, ,ve were walking over that way this mo~
ing. It struck us as being rather queer that at /
one was working there."
"Well, you have got a chance to work ~ after you buy it, or you kin sell it to soml!l>odr '
else,"
·

',
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"All right. Just make out the papers turning
the three claims over to us. Cheyenne Charlie
will act as guardian for Jim Dart and m'yself.
Just put it that way.''
One of the miners happened to be a pretty good
scholar. He had already drawn up a rough sort
of deed, and he now sat down and iilled it in
in the way our hero wished it to be done, u sing
a pen and ink which he had brought with him
from his shanty.
-"Is that all right?" he a sked, handing. it to
the young deadshot.
·
Wild read it over cai;efully and gave a nod.
"I reckon that will do," was the reply. "Now
then, let those owning the property put their
names to it and I'll pay over the money.''
This was soon done, and the boy handed Big
Lem two hundred dollars.
"Goin' over to have a look at it, I s'pose," the
miner said, grinningly.
"Certainly: Right away. But wait a minute.
I want to tell .you something pefore we go.''
Ctlling him aside where no one could hea•r
what he said, Wild hurriedly related what had
happened over at the bridge, omitting, however,
to let him know that Bill Noodle was responsible
for- it. •Big Lem was astounded, iwid he would
• have shouted it out to all hands if the young deadshot had not restrained him.
"Now I'll tell you what I want you to do right
away," the boy went on in a low tone of voice
"You get half a dozen men and go over there
and see if you can't put that bridge in shape.
We'll wait until you return 'before we go over and
look at the property.''
"Can't you go over right now? It won't take
but a few minutes. Then a lot of us will strike
out for the bridge."
"See here," Wild said, "there is one man here
who must not know anything about this. He is
standing ov.er there watching us now. You know
who I mean.''
"Bill Noodle?" the miner asked, as he • turned
and looked over at the gambler, who was standing
under a tree about a hundred feet distant.
''Yes.''
"You don't want him to- know nothin' about it,
eh?"
"No. Can't you fix it so y'c>u can get four or
: five men to go with you and not say anything
'. to anyone else?"
"Sartin I kin. But what does this all mean?"
"I'll show you just as soon as you come back.''
"All right, then. ' -Come on over an' look at the
valuable piece of land we've jest sold yer. !'11
bet you'll strike it rich right on the jump.''
"I hope so, anyhow.''
.
Wild figured that it would not make a great
, deal of difference if there was a delay about go. ing over to the chasm, so he called his partners
and the girls to come on.
.
0 Just bring a,J>ick
•
and shovel with you, boys,"
i he said to his pa~tners. "We'll see if there is
; anything there. It strikes me ·that these fellows
·are anxious to see us find something."
i Big Lem forgot all about what had happened
··to. the bridge then, and laughingly he went along
'with the crowd. There were about twenty of
-them who had failed to go to work and who were
'In. the plot. There was Sneaky, the undertaker,
among them, .and he did as much laughing as any-
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one, in spite of his cadaverous face and gloomy
appearance.
Bill Noodle followed along and took his place
on a big rock behind the Alhambra. He could see
everything that took place from the spot, and no
doubt thought it advisable not to go any closer.
Having the document which turned over the property to himself and partners, _Wild went along ·
a11d they soon struck the land that had beeq purchased for two hundred dollars.
"Give me that pick, Jim," the young deadshofr
said. "I think I know where to find gold right
away.''.
.
"Here you are," was the reply, so taking the
pick, Wild began looking around.
But he was not looking at the ground so much
as he was at the faces of the men in the crowd.
It did not take him a minute to notice that they
were looking towa:i:d a certain spot where there
was a crack in the rock.
"Here we are, boys," he said, suddenly, and he
started right for the spot.
A laugh went 'tip as he raised the pick.to strike
it upon the etlge of the hole.
Thud! The pick came down and a chunk was
broken off. It happened iP be the exact spot
where the claim had been "salted", and almost
ready to explode. l;tig Lem and the other miners
held their hands upon their sides and waited.
Thud! The pick came down again, and a big
piece broke off and rolled aside. There was a lot
of laughing when the sc.out dropped upon hiji
knees and began feeli_ng into the hole.
"Take it easy, you fellows," said Wild, as Chl\x-Jie picked up a chunk of quartz. "You don't
know yet who the joke is on. You are a clever
lot, I know. But just wait!"
The miners were roaring wit:h laughter. Jim
knelt down, too, and as he did so he gave a
violent start.
-.
"What's the matter, Jim?" the young deadshot
asked, dropping upon his hands and knees.
"Matter1" the hoy answered. "Look there! If
that isn't' virgin gold I never saw any in all my
life. We have struck a big vein. That piece of
rock that broke off just now has disclosed it."
· "That's all right. I half expected somethingof the kind, though I can't tell just why. Don't
say anything about it right away, and let them
have their joke out."
·
Then . the three felt around and soon pulled out
the chunks that had been placed there.

CH~ -TER X.-The Fortune.
If Young Wild :West and his friends had not
been used to striking it rich and finding treasures
they might have showed far more exultation than
they now did. The fact was that the way they
acted made those who had put up the joke feel
sure that the two chunks that had been placed
there were the cause of the young deadshot's remarks. Many people would not have called such
a thing a joke- at all, but Big Lem and his companions thought it was •a great one, and they
cheered and laughed until they were tired. Wild
left the girls in charge • of the spot, and . then,
nodding to his two partners to follow him, hurried back . to the camp. He found the two China•
men there ahead of him, and at once gave ordera
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the camp over to the bare spot
and locate it there. Knowing that the two could
easily do- this, the young deadshot quickly sought
Big Lem and reminded him of what was to be
done.
"Oli, yes," the miner said, wiping _the tears
m his eyes on the- sleeve of his shirt. "I've
laughed more this mornin' than l've q.one in six
months altogether. Now then, we had ·better
go an' see about what you was tellin' me.".
.
"All right. You get a wagon and load it with
some good tf'mb~s tha_t will' reach over f:he chasm.
Don't let ahyon~ tnow what you ar~ going _to do
it for except those you can depend on." •
"All right I'm goin' to do as you say, Young
Wild West. Blit say, ain't that a rich claim you
jest bought?"
"Three claims, Lem."
"Yes, I know, three rich ones. Ha, ha, ha!"
"It's a big joke,. Lem. But as I told you a little
while ago, just wait. I have an idea that this
joke is going to make a fortune for us. Not that
we are in need of a fortune, you know, but we'll
get it just the same."
•
. This caused' the big miner to sober down considerably. _He looked curiously at the boy, and
then hurried away to do his commands. It W:}S
nearly an hour before they were ready to leave the
~mp. By this time almost everyo~e living there
were interested in what was going orr. Wild saw
there would be no chance of keeping it a secret,
and realizing that as soon as he learned what
was up, Bill Noodle would make his escape, he deeided to take charge of him right away. He found
the gambler at the Alhambra, and in a very nervous state of mind.
''Good-morning, Mr. Noodle!" he said, "I believe that is your name, or if it isn't it's the one
you go by."
"Noodle is my name," was the reply. "Goodmorning, Young Wild West." .
"Say, I want you to go with us as far as tlie
bridge."
•
"What bridge?" the villain queried, turning
pale.
"You know. the one that your man Tom ~ed
so it would tumble down when the st·a ge-coach.
went over it this morning."
·
Confused and utterly speechless, Noodle staggered back until he came in · contact with the
wall. Then he partly recovered himself and pulled a gun. But he was not quick' enough to use
it, for Wild had followed him up, and a quick
low sent the weapon flying to the floor.
"Now then, gentlemen," Wild called out, motioning for silence, "if you will just listen for about
two minutes I'll tell vou what this means."
He had some little difficulty in getting them to
be silent, but when he did so he briefly related
what had happened to the bridge and who was
responsible for it. ..- To say that the miners were
surprised would be putting it mildly. They had
never heard tell of such a thing before, and to
think that t~e gambler could be resp_onsible for·
sucp a fiendish act made them feel like tearmg
to pie-ces. But the coolness of Young Wild
West prevailed, and it was not long before every
an of them with the exception of those who were
reed to stay to look after their business, startfor the bridge. Noodle was tied upon the back
his horse, and he was taken along ahead of the
bv Wild and his Dartners and a few of the
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miners who· had horses. They found the stagecoach driver waiting patiently for them. Inside
the coach sat Tom. the hireling ' of the fiendish j
gambler. Wild made inquiries and found that
Hiker Hill was · a much larger place than Six
Spot Flat, and that there was a United States 1
marshal stoppin,: there as well as several depu- ,.
ties of the sheriff of the county.
"Bors," he said, nodding to his two partners, "I
reckon we'll ride over to thi!i place. The prisoners can be taken there, too. I want to find the
parties who were anxious to buy the land we purchased this morning. The prisoners can be taken
care of better over there, too.''.
Big ·Lem and the undertaker volunteered tn
ri-de in the stage with the two prisoners and Ifeep
guard over them so a few minutes later they
started off, takin/ the long route. Wild had figured it out that if three timbers were stretched
across und.er the bridge it would make it perfectly
safe, and there being more than enough men
there to do the .iob, he remained' there ang. superintended it.
In about an hour the thing was done, and
then he mounted his horse and rode over the
bridge, followed by his partners and a few ot.liers.
'.I.'hey went along at a good clip, and at length
rode into the mining camp. The stage-coach had
just arrived, and there was much excitement
there, for Big Lem, who was well acquainted
there, was spreading it about what had happened
to the bridge. It was some little time before our
hei:o could find the United States marshal and the
deputies, but when he did so he remained in conversation with them for about a quarter of an
hour, and then everything was ·explained and the
prisoners were securely locked up.
The marshal then started to make an investiga~
tion to prefer the charges, while Wild made inquiries about the men who wanted to buy the
three claims over at the Flat. He found them
after a while, and then explained that he had
purchased the 1>roperty but was willing to sell it
again after they had looked it over.
"It isn't really necessary for us to look it over,"
one _of them retorted, with a smile. "Personally,
I have done that three or four tfmes. I am considered . an expert in such matters, and I think
the property is well worth having. There is a
rich vein of gold running ·across one corner of .it.
1?11 telJ you that much if you' don't know it already."
.
"I reckon we know all about it, my friend," the
boy answered, in his cool and easy way. "How
much are. you willing to give for the three
claims?"
"There are seven of us in on the- deal, though
they are not all here now. We did feel as if we
·~ould p~y ten thousand dollars apiece, making
it seventy thousand dollars.''
"That isn't half enough."
"What!" and tlie prospective buyer looked surpri!\id.
"li'fo. I'll tell you what we'll do with you. If
you want that property you can have it for two
hundred thousand dollars. I have an . idea that
more than that can be made from it in two
mo!Iths. But we d~n't _w~nt to be bothered with It.
so if ·you speak quick it is yours."
The man consulted with the others for a fe,r
minutes, and then came back, holding a thous!UMI
dollar bill in hia hand.
1·
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"We accept your offer, Young Wild West," he It's all in a life-time, anyhow. If I didn't have
said. "Now then, come right over to the office of sense enough to find that it was a rich spot, some
the land agent here and we'll straighten out the one else did. All of us can't be lucky. But if you
whole thing."
could git two hundred thousand dollars for that
· Of coll'rse, Wild had seen to. it that the claim land without · 'em lookin' it over first makes it
papers belonging to Big Lem and the others had look rather strange."
been turned over to him, so there was really
"On, those people looked it over thoroughly,
nothing· more to do than to hand t li.em to the gov- and they knew just what was there. Bill Noodle ·
ernment agent and the transfer could be .quickly knew it, too, and that is one reason why he had
made. With his two .eartners he went with the the bridge fixed s·o the stage-coach would be
men to the office, ano the matter was quickly destroyed. . He didn't want those fellows to get
settled, the thousand dollars being paid in cash over today, an<,l. he intended to buy it himself."
and a draft on a bank at Phoenix and one at
This was amazing to the 'big miner, but after
Denver, Colorado, fur nishing the rest of the ·pur- a while he got it all through his head. Then he
chase price. _,
ate his 'dinner, and hastened to let his friends
"Well, that's what you can call doing business know all about it Wild and his partners rein a hurry, boys," Wild said, as they were turn.!' turned to Six Spot Flat about the middle of the
ing to ride away from the miniag camp. "I ain afternoon. They found the two tents had been
sorry now that I ordered the two Chinamen to erected right close to the spot where the lode had
move the camp. They will only have to move it been discovered. The girls were .not there, however, for the sun was blazing down fiercely. When
back a gain."
"Let's have somethin' to eat over here," Chey- they learned how the land had been sold, Arietta,
enne Charlie suggested, so they changed their Anna and Eloise were delighted; for, of course,
minds, and, finding a place to eat were soon ens they had no idea that Wild and his partners
joying a fairly good meal.
.
would hold ·it and stay there and work it.
Big Lem joined them before they were through,
About six o'clock the stage-coach came over,
and he began to laugh right a way, for he. knew bringing five· men of the syndicate that .had purnothin~ of the deal that had been made while the • chased the property. Then it soon spreaa throughthree were away · from him.
out the Flat how Young Wilt! West had been
"What are you laughing at, Lem?" Wild asked, t • victim of a joke that made a fortune.
-...
•
"There's no use talkin'1 boys," Big Lem said,
looking at him and smiling.
"I can't help but think about the joke we played as he had the floor in tne barroom of the Alon yer, Young Wild West," came the reply.
hambra that evening, "Young Wild West kin out"You can't help thinking about it, eh? Well, shoot, out-fight and out-think any man livin', an'
when it comes to playin' a joke on him, a feller
how does this strike you?''"
Then he showed him the crisp . thousand dol- might better~ush the muzzle of a gun down his
throat an' pull the trigger, 'cause 1t can't be
lar bill.
'
"That's mighty nice money. I ain't see:tt many done."
of them in my whole life." ·
Wild and his partners came in a little later, and
"If I should tell you that we sold the I three when someone told them of the remark the big
claims for that bill, what woul4 you say?"
miner made, they sought him out and piled it on
"I wouldn't believe it, though, if you did say liim pretty hard for a while. But there was
nothing like anger shown by him_ no matter .how
so.''
"You wouldn't, eh? Well, it's the truth. That they jibed him.
.
is pai:t of the money we got for it. But just to
"Boys," Wild said, turning · to his partners, "I
tat isfy yourself, you go.• over to j;he land agent's reckon this thousand dollars might do Lem ,and
office and make inquif-i~. Go on, now. You can the others who owned the land a whole lot of good.
wait until vou- come back to get something to Suppose we divide it among them?"
"I sartinly am willin'," the scout declared.
eat."
The big miner loohd at them in a puzzled way
Big Lem was told to find the other s, and when
for a moment, and then .out he went.
he did so he brought them to the place.
•
He came back in about ten- minutes, shaking
Then the money was divided and handed to
them, much to their surprise. J erry Davis, the
his head sadly.
"You're the greatest boy what ever lived, bad man, seemed to enjoy the wa y the joke had
Young Wild West," he declared. "You said as turned out nearlv as much a s did our friends.
how that joke of ours might make a fortune, an' , Noticing J;his, Wild asked him how he was fixed,
blamed if it didn't. Two hundered thousand dol- and when he said lie did not possess a g reat deal
lars ! Jest think of it! What a fool I was, an' of money, he presented him with five hundred
what fools the rest' of 'em was. Who would dollars. Our friends remained a t the Flat until
have ever thought there was any gold on that the bridge had been repaired thoroughly. Then
they left it, and went on their way, stopp :ng at
blamed old place?"
"You can't always tell•, Lem. The next time Hiker HiU, where they learned tha t Bill N'oodle
you will be a •b it more careful. It shows plainly and his man Tom had been t aken to Prescott to
that you didn't prospect the place thorough! ." stand, trial. What became of them after that
Then he went on and told him how Jim had they never knew, nor did · they care much; but
discovered the rich vein right where the chunks of they werelll satisfied with their visit at Six Spot
pay-dirt had been planted. .
Flat and ' The Joke that Made a Fortune."
"Sorter knocks the spots out of you, don't it,
old feller?" the scout remarked, laughingly. "A
Next week's issue will contain "YOUN.G WILD
mighty big joke you fellers had on us, but I
WEST TRAPPED BY GREASERS; or, ARI•
Ireckon it's on you now."
"That's all right," was the reply. "I'm game. ETTA AND THE SECRET PASSAGE."
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THE BLACK HAND
By DICK ELLISON

A Serial Story
CHAP ER IV.-(Continued)
"Willing to pay for it?"
"Y-yes. I suppose so."
"It will cost you just five to h ave me drop the ·
case," said Old Double-eyes, grimly.
This time Mr. Skinner did not dare to say five
dollars, so he took it out in st ammer ing.
"Y-yo~r-you mean--"
••Hundred."
"Ah!"
"Is it a go?"
,
"It seems a high ,p rice to pay for doing nothinl!."
.
"Good! Mr. Man-behind-the-desk, I don't wan\
your two fifty-you can put t h at money up."
"Stay! Wait! I agree!" br oke in Skinner.
"Oh, very well; if you a g-••n", well and good,"
Old Double-eyes replied. "Mr. Man-behind-thedesk, you needn't put up the money; you may
pass jt oTe to me." • ·
And Mr. Monroe did so, and that was the way
Old Double-eyes came to be engaged on the Wall
Street oo.11e, which later became famous as the
mystery of Barlow, the banker.
T~ .Jack Weldon this· display of weakness on
the part of Mr. Skinner was an entirely new
revelation.
.
With a deeply trouble face Mr. Monroe's assistant stood watching and list.ening.
To Jack it seemed as if the bottom had suddenly dropped out of everythini; but then, it was
not the first time in the young man's life that
this had occurred.
Jack, young as he was, had already learned
the virtue of patience, 1!,nd he saw that nothing
but the fullest patience was likely to serve him
now.
·
.
Just then a man came in on business.
Old Double-eyes sighted him through the glass
door, and stood in front of the trap until he had
one.
.
.
"Open this thing, Mr. Skinner," he then said.
"Let me get out my clue."
The banker pressed a hidden spring, · and the
jaws of the trap relaxed and sank do:wrl into an
opening in the floor, from which they had risen.
Old Double-eyes replaced the bit of board, and'
wrapping his clue in a piece of newspaper showed
it away in one of his capicious pockets.
"Now I'm r.eady for business," he said, adding as he turned to Jack: "Young man, what is
your name?'
"Jack Weldon."
''Clerk here?"
"I am Mr. Monr-0e's assistant."
"Right. Mr. Skinner, those papers belong to
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"~ertainly," replied the banker.
"Right. Step_ mto this office, both of you. I
,rant to Wk. Monroe, don't let us be interrupted
-aee? It is up to 70u."

•
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IJ?- the back office Mr. Skim;ier dropped into his
chair.
Jack stood in the middle of the fl~or, Old
Double-eyes leaning against the window.
·
He noticed as w ell as Jack that the papers
were nowhere to be seen.
"You _have put those things away?" he asked,
abruptly.
.
"Ye-yes,'' faltered the banker. "Did you-do
you think it necessa r y to examine them ?"
" That's up t o you to decide."
"I'd r ather not."
"Right. You fully iden ti'"y them?"
"Yes; o , yes."
"Right. All there?"
"Not all."
"What is missing?'
"An important document which- is of the great,.
est value.
"Anything else taken?
"No."
"You think the robbery was undertaken in o~
der to secure that document?"
, "I'm sure of it."
"Mean to tell me what it is?"
''.I-I-;-~t is-yes, I w~ll have to tell you how
to 1dent1fy 1t, because I wish you to recover it if
possible. I will talk with you about that later."
"Right. Now, Jack, it's up to you."
"What is wanted of me?' asked Jack. with a
stolid calmness which was ever his way."
"Tell how you rot those papers."
"They were giv~n to me 'by Miss Mamie Klein,
the actress, who was formerly typewriter in this
office."
"That girl I A spy l·" gasped the banker.
"Oblige by not inierruptinl', Mr. Skinner..t" said
Old Doubl-yes, in an eTen voioe. "trt, on,
Jack."
.. Jack told the story of his a~enture in Washing-ton Square up to the ~ t when he and
Mamie led the young man t.o the bench.
Here· the eetective interrup~ him with:
"You saw the clue. Do .yeu ~li~ that the toe
. and the portion of the shoe with it belong to that
young man?"
"I haven't any doubt about it."
"Did you know about the trap?"
"No."
•
"Then you had no idea that there had been
a robbery here until you entered the office just
now?"
·
•
"No."·
,
"Did you examine those papers?',. broke hi the
banker.
"Only just enough to see that they belonged
to the Barlow estate, sir," raplied Jack. "I knew
you were sole executo for the estate, so I concluded-_- "
"Thit they, must belong to him," broke in Mr.
Skinner.
"You are interrupting again, Mr.
Skinner. Please stop it. Now, Jack, what did
you do after you .and the girl got that young
fellow over · on the bench?" asked the detective.
"We waited until he came t.o himself, and then
I helped Mamie lead him to a house on Waverly
Place, near Sixth avenue."
"Was he able to -walk?"
"Only with great difficulty. We got him there."
''You got him there--very good. Did you enter the house?"
'"No. Mamie did not wiah me to. I heb.,ed

)
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her to get him to th~ top of the steps, and as she to stop, Old Double-eyes left the office without
asked me to leave her I did."
even iooking at Jack.
"You would know the house again?"
Certainly Old Double-eyes' methods were pe"Yes."
culiar. .
"Didn't you offer -to give the girl the papers?"
But the old detective had the reputation of
"I forgot all about the 'package. Never re- getting there, just the same.
wembered it until I got back to Washington
Bquare."
• "And then?"
"Why, then I went back to the house."
"Ah! Intending to give up the package."
CHAPTEJ? v.•
"Yes, sir."
Off On .the Trail.
"Why didn't you?"
"Why, I rang the bell and, after ringing sevJack did not see Mr. Skinner again, for the
eral times, a man came to the door~ He :was banker did not emerge from his private office.
\rery angry at being disturbed. ·He told me that
It seemed to young Weldon that there wi.s
flo such Mrson as Mamie Klein lived in the.house. some
in this singular bu1glary
lie did not know the young man, so he claimed." which undercurrent
the banker was anxious to conceal.
'Ah, ha! I see. They fooled you on the house."
As Mr. Monroe persfsted in paying the month's "I believe it."
and not the week's salary, Jack took it, for Ms
"She managed to get him into some other place. pay was small and barely sufficed to last him
as soon as your back was turned."
.
from week to week.
"I believe that, too."
Innocent as he was of the slightest wrong-"What did you do then?"
doing, Jack, on second thought, felt that he was
·
"\Vent to my room." •
entitled to this money, and, having received it,
"And there you examined the papers?"
he bade Mr. Monroe good-by1 and left the office-"Enough to see what they were about--yes." forever, as he then supposea.
"A nd what did you do after that?
He had scarcely reached William street, when
"Nothing."
he was joined by Old, Double-eyes, who must have
"Went to bed, got up and got your breakfast, been waiting for him to come out.
came here. That's what you mean by nothing?"
"Boy, I want you," said the detective, in his
"Yes, sir."
.
,
abrupt way.
"You were duly surprised when you saw the
"What for?" demanded Jack. "I have told you
toe in the trap-we will call it the clue?"
all I know."
"It took my breath away . . I--"
"You haven't told me half that I want to know.
"Naturally. Mr. Skinner!"
You are out of a job."
"Well, sir?" said tlie banker.
"Certainly. Y'ou have hea'rd what Mr. Skinner
"Thts young man appears to tell ' a straight said."
lltory. What _are we to do with him?"
"You want another?"
"I-I don't know."
"Of course. I have got to live."
"Want him arrested?"
"Then come and work for me on this ease.
"No. I don't think so."
Five dollars a day while it lasts, and l'll do
"Then he goes back to his duties?"
something for you when it is over. What do you
"N-no. I · don't want him. I-I don't under- say?"
lltand yet how he--tha( is to say--"
"I might Iii! well, I suppose."
.."That is to say that you have lost confidence _ "Settled. We are goiQg up to Washington
b me, Mr. Skinner. You do not believe my Square now. Follow me."
.story!" broke in Jack. •
Certainly Old Double-eyes was anything but
"I don't know what to believi," replied the a genial companion.
He engaged a cab on Broad street, and he and
banker, sulkily. "All this is very, very strange."
"Very well, sir," said Jack. "I shall not wait Jack rode to Washington Square, but not on
for you to discharge me. I: discharge myself." word did he utter during the ride.
At the cornor of Fourth street and University
'You can~go· to Mr. Monroe and get a ·month's
·
Place the detective dismissed the cab, and they
salary," saia Skinner.
"A week's salary," retorted Jack. "I want no walked 011 to the bench where Jack had sltt the
more. I haYe tried to serve you faithfully, Mr. night before and to which/ he had conducted
Skinner. You have deeply wronged me. I will Mamie Klein and ·her singular chargt-.
· Jack pointed it out by Old Double-eyes' request,
IO·"
.
and here they sat down.
•
• The banker was silent.
"You can see for yourself that I have told the
Without further talk Jack turned and left the
•
room.
truth, M_·. Doubleday," said Jack. "There's the
"Mr. Monroe, pay Weldon a month's salary," blood which came from that fellow's woui.ded
foot on the pavement now."
the banker called out.
"Yes," replied the detective. "I saw it before
"So-Imig, Skinner," said the detective, "Settle this between yourselves. I'm off to work up you spoke. So this is where you sat?"
"It is."
my clue."
"Then it is a good. place for you to tell me the
"Hold on! I want to talk with you in private,"
claimed the banker. "You don't know what rest of your story." ·
•
"But I have no more to tell."
want you to do for me yet."
"Excuse me, but you have lots. Am:wer my
"At three o'clock this afternoon I'll see you
questions, please."
about that matter," i'eplied the detective, coolly.
(To be continued)
· And . though Mr. Skinner again called to him

r
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CURRENT NEWS
STRANGE NURSERY
In a strange nursery ·on the banks of the Potomac, the United States Government kee_ps a host
¢ fleas, mosquitoes, mites and flies. When fully
grown, they serve to test poisons that are sold
throughout the country for extermination of insects, says Popular Science Monthly.
·
Among the most valued assistants on the bug
farm are four dogs, two cats, and 125 chickens,
who prod~ce bumper crops of fleas and mites. To
get first hand information on whether advertised
mosquito and chigger preparations do all that
they should, a human worker jn the laboratory
daubs the stuff on one arm and spends the afternoon fishing on a chigger-mosquito infested bank.

be. regulated to any desired rate, says Popular
Science Monthly.
Likewise, if the op'erator
should write unevenly or irregularly on the keyboard, the mechanism of the instrument adjusts
it and sends the message perfectly spaced, with
,exact dots a:nd dashes.
·
Similar in size and appearance to an ordinary
typewriter, it is said to be easier to operate.
There_ is no end line to watch, por line spacing.

FRANCE REAPS HUGE ANNUAL PROFIT
FROM TOBACCO
The tobacco industry in France, Poland and
Denmark is a government monopoly says the
BURNS SHOES TO GET WARM.
Department of Agriculture in discussing the toLacking coal, Louerio Baiardi, cobbler, of 305 bacco monopolies of Europe.
_
East Seventy-first Street, New York, fed old
shoes to the small stove at the rear of his shop.
In France the government alone has ~he rig~t
The stove exploded at 8 o'clock, severely injuring to man_ufacture and sell tobacco, and_ .its _cultiBaiardi and blowing a large plate glass windoiaal vation is cloself' regul~ted, the rep<;>rt contmues.
out of the ktore adjacent.
·....- Every person who wishes to c?ltivate tobacco
Panic followed among eighteen families living must receive a go".ernment,...,permit. The gove:nin the five-story tenement above. A passerby ment not OJ!lY Sij0Ci~es the number of acres --.qhich
rned in a fire alarm and somebody called an a grower must cultivate, but also the number of
ambulance. The. cobbl~r was taken· to Recept- plants an acre . . The grower must agree to sow
tion Hospital suffering from lacerations and only seeds furmshed by the monopoly, to deburns.
•
vote the mo~t careful at~ntion to the cultivation
Fire inspectors discovered a grayish powder of the.area i~trus~ed to him for that purpose and
that settled on the walls of the shot> after the to dehv~r his entire croP. to the monppoly at a
plosion. They said this came from the cement fixed pnce, dependmg on the grade.
hich hold rubber heels to shoes. They recomThe French government realized a net profit
ended that regardless of the coal scarcity all of more tthan $74,600,000 from the operation of
ersons resist temptation to use old shoes in their the monopoly during 1921, the latest year for
urnaces.
whcih statistics are available. The production
of tobacco in Fratice during 1924 amounted to
53,859,000 pounds, which was supplemented by
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH DEVICE BRINGS
imports amounting to approximately 58,414,000
HEARING TO DEAF
Experiments were made in West Hartford, pounds.
The Polish state tobacco monopoly was estabConn., at the American School for the Deaf with
machine which is a combination of radio and lished in 1923, the government buying up all of.
honograph, with head piece and speaking tube the seventeen private factories. At the end of
ttachments, enabling pupils at the school who 1924 its holdings represeented a capital invest~ver before had heard any sound, .to· hear not ment. of $5,940,000. The net profit to the govU.r\¥ the voice of the speaker, but their own ernment during the first year of the monopoly
was $25,817,000.
oices as well.
An eighteen-year-old girl, considered totally
The tobacco industry in Denmaric'" is ·a governeaf since she was four, the first pupil used in ment monopoly, although producers and dealers
e test, heard and spoke her own name for the have more freedom in the conduct of their busirst· time, know_ing from signs and lip reading ness. The Danish government restrictes its acat it was her name.
tivities to the control of factories and to t h~ imThe problem, according to Principal Frank R. position of tobacco taxes and the collection of
eeler, will be to teach the children to identify revenues.
e sounds they hear with the words they speak
During 1924 approximatively 1,159,200,0:JO
nd read.
cigarettes, or 843 per capita, were consumed in
Denmark, one-tenth being of foreign origin. The
"HUMAN'' TYPEWRITER
internal revenue tax collected on foreign and
.After working eight year s on his invention, domestic manufactured c:igarettes during 1924
owin T. Pierson· of Denver, Col:, has perfected amounted to $1,384,000. The production of smok- ,
machine, with typewriter keyboard that may be ing tobacco in the government controlled factories
led "almost, human," for it translates words amounted to 4,544,000 pounds, which was suppleto telegraph code, either Morse or Continental, mented by 421,000 pounds imported from abroad.
that anyone who can use a typewriter can The consumption of smoking tobacco during 1924
nd telegrams, though entirely ignorant of tele- amounted to about 1.5 pounds per capita, the
phic codes.
total internal revenue tax collected on that prodThe speed with which a message is sent can uct amounting to $392,000.

.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TWO NORTH RIVER TUBES PLANNED
IN NEW JERSEY
Two new tunnels un..der the North River will
be recommended by the North Jersey Transit
Commission in its reports to t~ Legislature.
Jan. 26, according to an Associated Press despatch yesterday. Proposed locations are 59th
Street and South Ferry, with subways on both
the New York and New Jersey sides connecting
_
'
the ends.
The plan to be offered by the commission is
the first step of a project for linking every important city in northern New Jersey with New
_
York by rapid transit lines.
Traffic from the South Ferry tunnel would
~ carried west in electric trains, over the tracks
of the Jersey Central, through Newark on -the
bed of the abandoned Morris Canal to Lackawanna tracks at Roseville. Trains there would be .
routed to the Oranges and to Bloomfield, Montclair, and Paterson. Six years yould be required
to construct the tunnels.
SOAP AS A GERMICIDE
Soap has a value as · an aid to health even
greater and more direct than has hitherto been
expected. The ordinary routine of dishwashing
and laundering j)r cleaning the face and hands is
fatal to germs of such dangerous diseases as
pneumonia, diphtheria, blood poisoning and otheF
serious infections. Dr. John E. Walker of the
service laboratory 9f the Army and Navy General Hospital at Hot Springs, Ark., has concluded extensive ·e xperiments which showed that common soaps were effective germicides in at least
three types of infections, while soap made with
cocoanut oil was markedly destructive to the organisms of typhoid fever.
The soap is greatest use in hospitals is the
"official soft soap." The substitution of coconut
for the linseed oil used in making this soap
renders it germicidal against the typhoid bacilli
as well as against the other three organisms. Although this change would ·make the soap more
Irritating to the skin, it would be diserable, and
it would be es~ecially useful in case of typhoid

All the soaps tested were more antiseptic at
higher t~perature. The organism causing boils
known technically as Staphylococcus aureaus,
completely resisted all' soaps, even at a higher
temperature, except a sodium resin soap.
Dr. Walker found that when the hands were
washed with ordinary care the lather formed contained about 8 per cent. of soap. This amount
he said was more than enough to kill the pneumonia, diphtheria and streptococcus bacilli. The
most careful washing of hands, however, did not
ki-11 the staphylococcus .or boil-forming organisms,
which showed that soaps alone could not be reliea
upon for compelte surgical sterility.
In spite of claims put forth by manufacturers
of special soaps, they were found to be no more
effective than the average household kind. Foreign substance~ mixed with the soap often interfered markedly with the germicidal .. action.

LAUGHS
He-Whr do you call your husband governor?
She-Because he vetoes so many of my bills.
;Mrs. Muchblest--I feel uneasy. T. J baby hasn't
cried all day. Mr. Muchblest--So do I. He will
.
probably cry all night.
,_ Clerk-Mr. Sapleigh complains in his letter that
he is not hearing anything further about his suit.
Lawyer-Send him a bill.
~

"Why are you so fond of · going to church?"
"It's so comforting to see one man keep so ma~y
women quiet for a whole hour."
An old darky was ·convinced that a bill rendered
him by his butcher was not correct. , He complained to the butcher who said, "Sam figures
don't lie." "Ah knows dat," said Sam, "but liars
· ·
do figger."
Bilkins-I never knew Cockshure to acknowledge that he had made a mistake. Pilkins-I did
once. BilkinS:-How did it happen? Pilkins-He
put the lighted end of -his cigar in his mouth.
Mrs. Jenks-I haven't heard you speak of Flol'JAI
da this winter. But then your lungs are not weiJcthis year. Mrs. Wise-No, and they're not likely
to be unless my husband's business improves.
De Style-What did your rich uncle leave you
when he died? Gunbusta-N othing. De StyleDidn't he say anything to you before he passed
away? Gunbusta-Yes, he said nothing was too
good for me.

oil

Bejenks-They say it is~•t easy to keep a girl in
your . kitchen nowadays, ·but I've had the same
cook for twenty years. Bijones-'l'hat is a great
record. How did you manage it? Bjenks-I married her.

Gidemics.

"Who is the villain of your production?" asked
the hotel clerk. "Well,'' answered Mr. Stormington Barnes, "the man who plays the villain is
named Smith; but the real villain is the manager
who got· us out here."

.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
'STATISTICS OF SESQUICENTENNIAL IN• TERNA~IONAL EXPOSITION

.

Floor Space in Main Builddngs
nufactures and Liberal Arts............ 8 ½ acres
griculture, Food and Dairy Products 8½ acres
.Machinery, Mines and Metallurgy and
Transportation .......•.... :....................... 10½ acres

escaped a police car containing., twq patrolmen
which was• halted at the brink of the suddenly
formed cavity.
A second manhole blew up a mpment later a
block away. Chemists of the New York and
Queens Light and Power Company are investigating possible causes of the explosions.

i :~~::

l~d1t~ri~····.·.·.~.·.·.·.·.~·.·_-.·.·.~~~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Administration ............................... :........ ¼ acre
.
,
----Tot_al .................................................... 35 ¾. a cres

SESQUI TOURISTS WILL VISIT
FRANKLIN'S GRAVE
Impressive ceremonies at the grave of Il,enjamin
Franklin are included i~ the program of celebrations to be held during the Sesquicentennial In1
Units in Expos"ttion Grounds_
ternational Exposition. Nationally famed orators
League Island Park and adjacent priwill speak on this memorable occasion.
vate grounds............................................. 450 acres
The remains of the statesman, scientist• and
'Flying Field .............................................. 120 acres philospher who played so important a part in
:.(uto Parking .......................................... 300 acres bringing about the Declaration of Independ.e nce
'Municipal Flying Field ............................ 90 acres of which .he was one of the signers. lie in Christ
ilitary Camp .......................................... 4o acres Church burying s-tround at Fifth and Arch Streets
hiladelphia Navy. Yard •·······················1000 aci·es one of the busiest sections of Philadelphia, and
.. · .
, only two blocks away from Independence Hall.
Total 'arP.a of Exposition grounds
This shrine of patriotism will be visited by milinclu~ing ?:l' avy Y ard .................... 2000 acres lions of visitors to the Exposiyon.
dividual 1~ems m the _a bove:, St4nding in front of the gymnasium of the ·
dway-w1th over a mile and a quarUniversity of Pennsylvania is a statue of Benjater frontage ............................................ 130 acrse min Franklin, picturing him on his arrival in
ns ···-··--········································-··· 12 acr~s Philadelphia with his earthly possessions tied in
a handkerchief, slung over his shoulder. As he
,000 IN LOST GEMS SAFE IN VAULT was only 17 years of age at this time, Philadelphia
'
FIVE YEARS
claims him as her own, and with deepest gratitude
ewelry valued at more than $25,000 and acknowledges his many invaluable setvices to city
ed by W. Atmore Robinson, which disap- and nation.
..,
,
red five years ago, was found to•day by acciFranklin is well called the "Founder of Amerit in a safe deposit box in the Bellevue-Strat- can Institutions." He projected the college which
Hotel, Philadelphia. It had reposed there • later became the University of Pennsylvania, now .
touched while detectives searched near and far famed throughout the worl4 as an institution of
it.
learning.
.•
The recovery was a great relief to Albert L.
The Pennsylvania Hospital, founded by Frankoekins, a fri~nd to whom Robinson gave the !in, has carried ·on its work of mercy through
for safe keeping at a farewell party in the all the years and ranks with the foremost hosin 1920 before he sailed for Europe. The pitals of the country.
day Hoskins could not recall where he had
Franklin also founded the still influential Amert them.
ican Philosophical Society and made plans for the
Recently a customer of the hotel wanted to first public library. The readin~ public of the
ace some valuables .in the vault and was tolp present !lay has reason to thank him for our wellt it was full. When this was reported to tne equipped libraries which bring knowledge -«rithin
gement every box was opened to see if there the reach of everyone.
He also established one 'bf the first printing
8 not one vacant. One box contained the miss: jewels with a card attached identifying them offices in Philadelphia, publishing Poor Richard's
the property of Robinson and stating they had Almanac, which was not only a calendar, but a
left by Hoskins.
.. •
continuous stream of fun, dealing with the real
things of life in the inimitable manner of which
BOY HURLED 20 FEET
Franklin was master.
.
own twtnty feet into the air by an explosion
In this 20th century of steam-heated houses we
an electric conduit which occurred lately, find it hard to realize the discomforts suffered by
as he rode his bicycle across a manhole the people of bygone days. Franklin designed a
r in Lawrence avenue, Flushing, Queens, Ar- stove which proved a veritable blessing.
r Leonard, 9 years old, is in Flushing HospiKeen interest in sciel).ce was mtinifested in
Pennsylvania at this time, spurring Franklin in
with a fractured skull.
The iron cover, the bicycle .and the boy were e,cperiments which resulted i,n the invention of the
ed into the air together, the force of the lightning rod.
osion tearing a hole tv,enty feet in diameter
Freedom in speech and action was to Franklin
ftfteen feet deep in the street. The cover the only possible mode of government. He was
and fragments scattered, some, it is be- conspicuously unselfish w,hen the appeal was to his
. striking the boy. The boy and his wrecked public spirit or to his interest in the general
e dropped back into the hole, and narrowly welfare of mankind. His life was one of so-rvice.

•
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GOOD READING
,.
$10 BUYS $10,000 VIOLIN
Joseph Rice, plumber, and erstwhile junk dealer of Fifth ·Avenue, College Point, L. I., recent\y
bo~ght a modest looking violin, in f~ir cpnditio~,
at a sale of odds and ends in Brooklyn. He pa.J.d
$10. It was l'ecently appraised by experts in
Manhattan at $10,000.
.
.
, .
The violin, said to be a Stradivarius, remams
in the possession of Mr. Rice, who is reported tc
have rejected a large offer from a Manhattan
music ~blishing company.

Howe held Philadelphia, Cornwallis . was at
Princeton, and Rall with 1400 men, mostly Hessians was at Trenton. The small .army at Valley
Forn~, challenged by the hardships of I;\ severe
winter, endured the ordeals of starva 10n and
cold. Weary, half clad, poorly-shod men re-<
sponded to Washington's orders to adv8:11ce. In a
cold and blinding snow the army began its march
to Trenton. Undaunted by the distance the soldiers. trudged the white snow for t:,venty miles,
leaving. behind a trail in their footprmts of blood.
On the night before Christmas, 1776, on the
we t side of the- river and nine miles above Trenton, Washington det~rmined t~ att.a.ck th~ f.orce ~f
NEXT ECLIPSE
Hessians quartered m that city. He divided his
Tfie next total so1ar eclipse will be in Sumatra forces into three columns and ordered them across
very soon and already astronomers from Swarth- the Delaware. Two columns were forced to tum
more College the United States Naval Ob- back because of the difficulties of the passage. ·A
servatory hav~ sailed to -obaerve it, but before terrific storm and an ice-filled river demanded
many years have elapsed people in the northeast- - eyery atom of strength. It remained for the third
ern part of the United States will again have an column, with which W.ashington himself marc!1ed,
opportunity of witnessing this rare phenomenon. to cross the river to the north bank, advance eight
On August 3, 1932, a total eclipse will occur a:nd miles through sleet, and surround the Hessians.·
On Christmas morning in the midst of the
pass through parts of Vermont, New Hampshire
and Maine. This eclipse will start·near the North revelry of the Hessians, who, boasting -0f their
F'ole, and the path of totallty ~II enter the coun- prowess and invinci~le strength, w~re cele1?rating
try in Northern Verrr.ont, and will leave across the the Yuletide, Washmgton made his surpr1se at-- Atlantic Ocean between Portland, Me., and Ports- tack. He forced them to battle and captured a
mouth, N. H. As this will occur about 3 :30 in the_ thousahd men. Rall was killed .in battle and the
afternoon, the chances for clear weather should be Hessians were taken to Pennsylvania as prisoners-of-war.
·
fairly good.
•
With ~renewed impetus, Washington and his
forces recrossed the Delaw.are and again faced the
MUSKRATS YIELD MILLIONS
enemy, who concentrated a strong force at
In Louisiaria a -man started raising muskrats Trenton. Leaving the camp fires burning
several years ago. The little bead-eyed animal • brightly, ·he slipped away during the night,
did nctt •impress anyone favorabl_y, but J~st year passed the British flank, anq on the morning of
· the inhabitants along the Gulf" of Mexico sold January 3, 1777, defeated a ·strong force at
Princeton.
·
6,000,000 hides at a price . of about $1 each.
the e:¢.ibit of New Jersey, which em]?odies
This is certainly a vindication of the little ani- theIn reconstruction
of the Hessian barracks at
mal. The revenue derived from the sale of the Trenton; will be portrayed
site of the battle
pelts of the muskrat ha_s made Louisiana ont; of that marked the turn of the the
tide of American forthe greatest fur producmg ~tates of the Umon. · tunes
during the Revolutionary War.
Insignificant muskrats give great values to
The war of 1776 m.arked the darkest day of the
marsh lands hitherto unproductive - and Dep:art• ment ef Agriculture has requested Vern_on Ba.J.l_ey, Colonial cause. When the ·fate of Independeqa_
able naturalist, to see what he can do m, m.aking seemed doomed to disaster, when the colonists ffflf
that theirs was a struggle without gain, and when
the Louisiana industry permanent.
faith gave way to dismay, it was Washington to
A crop of 6,000,000 muskrats a year repre- whom the people looked
for
and -cour.age.
aents interest on $100,000,000 at 6 per cent. ~d, The j;ale o~ his crossing of thehope
Delaware has be.t hen the muskrat requires. no care. Th~ race 1s comAn epic.
.
·.,elf-perpetuating and requires no expenditure for
the young.

·-

•

"Moving Picture Stories"
WASHINGTON'S CROSSING OF THE
DELAWARE
The tale ~f one . of the most heroic and sig
.Jlificant chapters in Americipi history, that of
;waahiagton's crossmsr- of the Delaware and tJ:i.e
J'esultant•vietoriea at "rrenton.,and Princeton, will
· 1,e told in terms of stal'k realism to the millions
visitors to. the Sesquicentennial International
x.posWon which opens in Philadelphia, June 1,

.

I
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A Weekly Mairazlne Devoted to Photopla7a and Pla:,-en

PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
Each nufuber•contatns· Three Stories of the Beet Films
en the Screen_-E)egant Halt-tone Scenea from tli.e Pla7s
-Interesting Articles· About , Prominent People ln t11e ·
J'Ums-Dolngs of Actors aad Actresses ln the StudJo and- ,
Leesons ln Scenario Writing.

ETHEL ROSEMON, PuBJ.ISHER AND Eomoa
219. Seventh Avenue, New York,, N. y;
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BRIEF BUT· POINTED
A WONDERFU L DISCOVERY .
Unsightly weeds along the ·g arden path are
meti, according to information from Germany.
Certain compounds have just been patented that
may be added to the g r ave_l befo1·e laying the
paths in order to prevent any weeds from growpig, or they may be powdei•ed ·or sprayed on the
weeds to kill them. The most potent of these
compounds are the sodium and calcium paratoluene sulphonamide s.

Money w; a thing unknown to them. Business .
is done by tlie ancient methbds of exchange. Most
of their output is sold in Viadivostok, where
their business also is transacted in the exchange
of their produce for articles they need.

'NEW SOUN.DING MACHINES
•
New electrically
- driven sounding machines
which have been perfected by the United States
Coast and Godetic Survey
the rapid deter1,000 HUNGARIA N _SOLDIERS, LOST NINE mination of the depth of the for
ocean and the nature
YEARS AGO, FOUND
of its b~d as well as of
water at various depths,
The unexpected return of a Hungarian soldier, are so efficient that its
sounding three miles deep
believed long dead, has -cleared up the mystery may now be taken in aonly
surrounding the disappearanc e of 1,000 soldiers says Scientific American. one and one-half hours,
f Austro-Hung ary nine years ago. Known to
The new machine consists of a reel having a diave been captured by the Russian a1my in the ameteT of a little less- ·than two
feet, driven by a
arpathians in 1916 and reported as•having been two horse power electric motor which
obtains its
nt to Siberia, all trace of the men vanished supply of current from the ship's generator.
On
ars ago and they were thought to have per- this reel is wound 4,000 fathoms or nearly five
ed.
miles of standard hard-drawn, steel piano-wire of
N~w, by the return of the soldier, it is known No. 21 Brown and Sharp gauge. This size of wire
t the 1,000 have settled in the bleak territory • is about half the diameter
the average pencil
which they were sent, founded five villages and lead, yet it must be able to of
withstand a stress of
traveled well on -the way to the develqpment of 100 pounds without breaking.
400,000 acres of land allotted to them by the
The use of such small wire as this has several
Soviet Government. Furthermore , they have advantages which may best be demonstrated
by an '
marxied Tartar, Mongol and Chinese wives, and account of the material formerly
Long
are so well content with their lot that they will ago, hemp rope was used. Thisemployed.
was extremely
remain permanently in their new homes. .
clumsy when used for deep sounding. It was supThe villages of the prisoners are on the side of planted in 1872 by wire. - Nevertheless the wire
e Amur River near the Chinese-Mon golian at first used had to be quite large in
for
border. They w•e exiled to the i>lace by the .it had to be sti:ong enough to draw diameter,
-sounding
d Russian Government and were soon forgot- weight, sonie sixty pounds of metal,the
back to the
. Slowly they turned their attention to agri- surface against the water friction on thousands
of
ture and various other trades. Most of them ~feet of wire and of the weight itself
re former Hungarian army officers, neal"ly all
Later, the detachable sinker was inv~nted, iniversity graduates. Among them are a univ. . stead of pulling both wire and sinker up after the
professor, three doctors, an architect, two sounding had been made, the sinker automatically
tholic priests, a rabbi, while all others are d1·ops off when it strikes the bottoiµ, a detaching
sters of valuable trades.
·
1
!Ce effecting this purpose very simply. The
The foundation ·if. these villages came with the ~.uker is, .of course, thrown away forever, but
it
ssian revolution. The prisoners had two has little value. The wire alone may then be
,..ces; one was nol to recognize the Red Gov- drawn to the surface comparativel y rapidly
withent and suffer further punis}lment as pris- out danger of' being broken.
·
rs; the other choice was to jom the Red
The reel now used holds 24,000 feet of wire and
y. Although all of tliem were against the when it is seen that each turn is wound with
a
·et idea, still the latter choice wa; ~tter for tension of 100 pounds it is evident
that the total
compression on the drum, when all the wire has
h~y joined the army and they were placed in thus been wound up; is about 400 tons. Therefore,
same battalion. The Reds gave them about the reel must be of very sturdy constru<!tion. Its
,000 acres of land, agricultural machinery, • rim is five and one-half inches wide and three
estic · Animals and everything the farme1s inches thick; of which a part must be cut away
::.eed, and they were to guard the border from to permit of reeling
the wire on it.
;:Jlongolian and. Chinese attacks.
•It is interesting to note that this cut for reThat was the beginning of the villages. They taining
wire on the reel is only four inches
-t.ufit houses, agricultural buildings, brick fac-· wide by the
one and one-half inches deep; yet is suf• and a flour mill. Within a short time they fices to hold the entire five miles of wire. This
formed a small industrial centre in a terri~ conveys an impression of the small size of the
where only wild tribes existed.
piano wire used.
.
ey all married Chinese, Mongolian, Korean
In making a sounding to 18,000 feet
one:,lad Russian girls1 but an interesting thing is half hour is required for the descent ofdepth,
the sinkthey didn't torget their mother language. er, and one ·hour for reeling in the wire. It has
only that, but they created a new European been found that the electrically driven machine
:tion. They built churches and schools reels in the wire about 30 per cent. faster than
the Hunaarian language is spokelf.
the older type of reeL

/

•

•
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LITTL E ·4D·s

Write to Riker & King , A dv ertising Offices, 530 Broadway, N ew Yor k City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.
AGENTS WANTED
IF YOU WANT $90 A ,1"EE K, .a perm nn!'nt
business. un hones t con1ps n y , an fl Rtt Essex
coach. ,vHh out a cPn t Ot ex pe nse, " rritP nf)W.
I need JOO t>ien and women {]U ick t o ta ke
orders fo r J Pnnin gs ho s lPry. Don' t dt>lny.
Send poF tca rrl n ow for d<>tnlls. 'l' he Fra nk
B . J ennings Co., D ept. L -22-l, Day t on, Ohi o.

- - -- --

-- - - - - - - -

14 •HOSIERY S TYJ,~ S . GuaranteecL B!'st cumm is~ion . 28 colors. \VI' de•
Uver. ·samples furnished. S. Q. S.; L exingto n,
·
Kentuck y.
AGENT!>,

,1~0 TO 3400.00 Wl':EKLY SPlling Start Rite

. Switch for F orrl $. To • ta r t car jus t r r>t u rl
spark levn ; sn,·es he11<l ix an d s t nrt Pr trou ble; secnr!' demo ns t ur t'l r ; w r it!' t nd uy fnr
plan and proof "f ~1.810.00 m o nth!·, profl.t.
Dept. 115, National Rules Co., Inc., Co in , Jqwa.
AGENTS : NO COMPETITION selli ng spPC·
ta cles. gunrantPPd to Rnti s fy. o nly ij\!l.!'\8,
Pay daily. W e deliver collPct . Nearl y l'V <' l'Y ·
body hu,vs. *10.00 - ~2<\.00. ,1aily. easy. T "Ue
Flt Opti cal Co. , CW117, 1528 W . Adtilll S St .,
Chicago, Ill.
AGF.NTS:

WRJ'l'E FOR FREl!: SAMPLES,

fl pfl :Madiso n " Bett.er-1\fa de shirt s fn r la rge
:Manufacturer, clirect to wearn. No ca pl tn l,
or experi ence r<'f!Uired. Many earn $100 wPPkly and honos. llfadiso.n Mfg rs ., 503 Broadway,
,New York.

~w CAMERA tnkPS and fini shes photo s In
Dne minute. JlfakP mon<>y S<'llin g ca n1eras,
l'l,r taking photos . F.xclus lv!' t erritory. Cr own
~o., Dept. 967, Norwa lk, Conn.
HELP WANTED .
Big pay,
experience unnec,:s ~ary, ea sily lea rned , i7

/DETECTIVES needed everywher e.

-to 45. write Earl Wilcox, 1407 Lafayette Ave. ,

/SE, ,Grand R a pids, l\Il ch.
l>ETECTIVES

NEEDED

EVERYWHERE.

Work hom e or trnvel, experlen<'e unn eees11ary. Write George R. Wagner, former Govt.
D<>tectlve, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

'PERSONAL
w!)-l'th $50,000 lonely,
will marry. Elnore, B-1022, Wichita, Kan.

CHARM'JNG LADY

ARE YOU LONESOME? Write Betty Lee,
Inc., Box 820 City Hall Station, New York
City. Stamp apprecl.ated.
LONELY HEARTS-I have a sweetheart for

you. Exchd'nge letters ; m a ke new friends.
Efficient, ('Onfld entlal and dignified service.
Members ever ywh ere. Eva Moore, Box 908,
J'acksonv!lle, Florida. ,
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MARRY- Free phot~graphs, cfirect ory and Chicago, says an
desqrlption s of wea lt h y m ember s. P ay Associated Press
when • marri ed . New Pla n Co., D ept 36,
dispatch. . It has
l<ansas City, Mo.
an area of 101.7
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Agency . De pt. A. 4608. Station E ., Kansas make it, and is
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covered with a
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G'F,T A S WEETHEART-Exchange letters. v e 1 vet coat
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in t roductions free. Send no money . Standard more than 1,800
Cor. Club, Gravsl a ke, Ill.
tennis courts.
Here Chicago's
PRETTY GIRLIE, w<'althy, but oh BO lonesome. L ea g ue, Box 39, Oxford', Fla..
multitudes fin d
Stamped room to "stretch
SWl<~ETHEARTS • for everybody.
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miniature 1a k es
and flower garSONGWRITERS
SEND TODA for free copy Writer's Digest· den$. T h e f a t e'lls how to write ·and sell s hort stories' mous "Bug Club,"
photoplays, poem s, so ngs. Writer 's Digest' ·an institution
'
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FOR A DDm (ci
men .and children
w eek for any date for the last 400 years.
of every descrip,0 . E. Hayes, Box 157, N,...::,_wberry, S. C.
tion g at h e r m
TOBACCO OR SNUFF , IIABIT CURED OR groups to listen
,n o pay. $150 if cured . R em ed y se nt on to s oap-box oratrial. Superba .Co ., N4, Ba ltim ore, Maryland.
tors ·and demagogues deliver impassioned m e s sages. .Jt is, a
place where the
American right
NEW KIND OF SHOES
to absolute freeFinest <1uallt1 ehoea with lnrlalble eteel
arch supl)Ort-wondertullf c:om!ortable
dom of speech is
-Yet ultra-stillsh.
unhampered.
- Mau $55.00 A Week
Wear these beautiful sboea
Washington
FREE. Mako $5 to $15 J. day,
Park is the secE;:
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e
:g~~~~t,J\/~~;~~largest ot
woman wants them at amazlDK low prices. Bia pro!lta for ond
1011. Steady repeat orders &Ive you automatic Income. Bend
Chicago's parks,
name and addrOIB at once. We send full sample Jlne. FREE.
ranking next to
Alao complete details and amazinl< olfer or FREE sbnt!I.
Jackson, which
STYLE-ARCH SHOE CO.
h as an area of
Dept. F-Uill, Cincinnati, Ohio
554 ~cres
PRETTY GIRLIE, weal t hy but oh s o lone-

some.

L eag ue, Box 39, Oxford, Fla.

__________ ________

FREE tolADIES'

Handsome, clear toned~ Iarfe sized Vio!Jn
piece, fun set

With pegs, finger boara, ta!

·rr!nga, bow, box resin and self-instruction

ook. Send us yo11r name and addres& and
\ IVE AWAY FREE 28 Fine Art Pictures
with 28 pkgs. Blulne which 'yo u sell a t 10
(, cents a pkg. Write for them . BLUINE ) I.FG.

&::O~ D-10, UW St., Concord Junction, MaH.

CHICAGO
BOASTS LARGEST MEADOW
PARK IN U.S.
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F~OM EVERYWHERE
PURSE WITH $500 IN SECRET FOLDS
Somewhere in ·Brooklyn, N. Y., there is a
rominent Brooklynite (name withheld) who is
ppy today because a wallet stolen from him'
Saturday has been returned to him with .the $500
.
it contained still intact.
,Somewhere 1n the sity today there is a pick1
,pocket (name not known) . who feels like going
out and giving himself a swift kick when he
reads this.
Somewhere in the United States there is a
manufacturer of trick J!?Cketbooks with concealed
coll1')artments who will feel proud of himself
when ~ reads this and use it as an "ad" for his
•
product.
And somewhere in town is Postal Carrier J. G.
Ruhlman of 10712 12th st., Richmond Hill, whose
honestly made this story possible and who has
caused the prominent Brooklynite to be happy,
the pickpocket to be disgusted with himself and
:the manufacturer of queer pocketbooks to be
:;proud.
Postmaster Firmin in iiving the de~ils of all
this said • that the iCMntity cf the "prominent
rooklynite" was withheld, : "as proviped by the
st.al regulations."
"Pickpockets eeem to have a predilection,"• said
Jir. Firmin, "for disposing of 'lifted' wallets in
'mail boxes. Carrier Ruhlman, making a late
Saturday collection, found the wallet in the box
ore 64 Court st. and turned it in. The walcon1'ained business, visiting and fraternity
~rds, also a mem'bership card of the Elks.
"When we telephoned the owne-,r he said it had
also contained $500. A further close inspection
f the wallet unearthed $300 in one secFet comartment, then $100 in another and)m,ally the
st $100, representing the full amount. The
urse was stolen, the owner said, while he was
riding in a surface car."
THE GRAVE OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
Patches of sunlight streaming in through the
iron gate of the Christ Church Burying Ground
__.,Philadelphia, reveal a simple inscription on a
' ain flat slab, the grave ·of Benjamin Franklin.
It is a lowly grave, a worthy trfbute to the unpretentious qualities of the man. It is easily soon •
from Arch Street, as it is close to the northwest
,rall of the buryini-ground.
During the Sesqukentennial International Exsition, commemorating the one hundred ' and
tieth anniversari of American Independence,
hich will open in Philadelphia, on June 1, 1926,
"llions of visitors will pay silent homage to
ranklin; -whose share-in drawing up the Constition of the United States was one of the crownIng glories of bis life work.
The remains of Franklin were interred on
A ril 21, 1790. His body was placed beside that
his wife. "Benjamin and Deborah Franklin,
.
90," thus only is his grave marked.
The -funeral procession, headed by the clergy
of the city, attracted ~n immense crowd estimatAd to have numbered more th-an 20,000. Minute
were fired and bells tolled.

Distinguished llonors we.re paid to his memol'J'.
Members of Congress resolved to wear mourning for one month. In France, the news of his
death was received with expressions of sorrow
·
,
and respect.
The casual passerby may wonder that no -larg•
er and statelier tombstone was left .to mark the
remains of Franklin. . It was the . emphatic request of the seer that his gra,ve be marked by
.
but an unadorned small gravestone.
Each year on the birthday or Franklin, members of the "Poor Richard" Club, an organization
of advertising men ii\ Philadelphia, · place a
wreath uwn· the grave of its patron saint.
Franklin left mightier memorials ~o the world
than the world could have left to the mwnory ol
Franklin. Phi-lo,sopher, scientist, statesman, in•
vento;l", educator, J?hilanthropist1 that he was, he
C!)ntr1buted worthily to the civilization of his
times.
Upon the diplomatic stage of the Colonies he
played an important role. Matched against the
wits of England in the dispute ,against the Stamp
Act, he was supreme.
He was the first to utilize electricity; he we.a
the leader in matters of street paving and ftre
prot.ection. He was the founder of the Amerlcan
Philosophical Society, the Universitf of Permsyl•
vania, and the P-ennsylvania Hospital. He b&came presidellt of the . Pennsylyania Society for
PromQting the Ab_Qlit.ion df. Sla'T~ry.

OLD MONEY WAN I"ED
l:io you knew that Coln Colleeters pay up to

$100.00 1or eertain U. 8. Cents? And high
premiums fer all l'are coins·? We buy all
kinds. SeDd 4e for Luge Coin Folder. May

mean much pr-0•t to you.

NlJMISIU.TJO 00,, Dept. 486 Ft. W..-tlt, ~ -

·Popula

Tonneau
Shape. rjch-

~ Jy engraved.

...,
•l""T
Sapphire crown.
........ ._. a ~
• Sell 30 P_ACIIS ffC:ITABLE
a Flower Seed-. 10c each, remit per plan in ...,. catalo
JWBTRUSTYOU. Seodfor•edaTODAY Bic-ey,o,li~

.t.l(IQIICAlfaD~..,DealU>-127_1.a-....
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OUR T-EN-CENF HAND. BOOKS
I

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

.,

No. 1. NOPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM
. BOOIC., Containlng the great oracle of human destiny;
nlso the true meaning of· almost any kind of dreams
' toi::ether with charms, ceremonies anq curious games of
cards.
N. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of
mag-ic and card tricks, containing full Instructions on
all leRdlng card tricks of the day. also the n,ost popular
map:ical Illusions as perform ed by our leading magi•
clan s: every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
N. s. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtstlon are fully explained by this little book. Besides the
various methods .._of handkerchief, fan, glove. parasol,
wtn<low and hat nlrtation. it contains a full list of the
language and sentiment of flowers.
N. 4. HOW TO DANCE le the title of this little book.
It contalt,e full Instructions In the art of dancing, et!·
quette In the ballroom and at parties, how to d~ss. ande
full dlrectlom, for calling off In all popular sounre dnnces.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to
lot'e, cnurtshlp and marriaie, giving sensible .advice,
rules and etiquette to be o serve<!, with many curious
and i11t.erestlng things not generally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Glving
full instructions for the use of dumbells, Indian clubs,
parnllel hors. horizontal bars and various other methods
•of devPloplng , a good. healthy muscle; con&inlng over
sixty fllustratlons.
No. ,. Ho,v TO KEEP BTRDS. -liandsomely Illus•
tratf!rJ an d containing full instructions for the management nn dtralning of the canary. mockingbird, bobolink,
blnckhlt d. paroguet, parrot, etc.
B:Ha9iryHJ>~neI~ t~~i~tefitg~r~~~e~i~sTli1s
book of Instructions can master the art, ancl create any
amour.t of fun for him self and friends. It Is the greate•t b<Jok ev.-r published.
No. 10. HOW TO BO:l(.- The art of self-de~ense made
easy. Contnlning- ov~r tll.lrty Illustrations of guar<;ls,
hl ows and th e different J>~itlons of a good boxer. Every
hoy should obtain one of these useful afll! Instructive
books 'as It will teach you to hoxwlthout an Iitstructor.
N 11. HOW -TO WRI'l'E LOVE-LETTERS.-A most
,•om.nl<'tf' little book. containing full directi ons for writJng love- l~tters, ~ncl when to use them, giving specimen
lettPrs for young an~ old
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.Giving comp lete Instructions for writing l1>tters to la<lles
on nil subjects: also letters of Introduction, notes and
reQue, ts.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT: or, BOOK of ETIQUETTE.
- I t is a grE:at life secret, and one that ~ve y young man

•
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Redskins.
at Gild Dust Flat: or, Arletta and the Secret
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Band.
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and th e Choctaw Chief: or, Arletta Defying
·
the ItedRklns.
Defylnp: nn Ambush; 0 ~, AI'letta Leading the ,
.
. _
Cavalry.
Snved Rv a Signal: or, Arletta and the VanishIng Light.
Douhle Suhffle: or, The Cele'Oratlon at Bucthl'rn Rnnch.
CSacpotuntr.ing a Chief; or, Arletta As a Cavalry
and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of the
Gorge.
TLrlnfne_ped In a Canyon; or, Arletta'e Swing For
AltAT~:a~i!~/ow-Wow: or, Doomed To Die and the Doomed Mine; or, Arletta'e Life at
Stnke.
Racing For A Ranch: or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
Marked By Mexicans; or, Arietta and the Senor
1ct~e '.'Silver .Kid," or, :he Dandy of the
and the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta• 8 Dart'ng -.. 8 •
"'
CRJ>l). .
Surrounded By Death;· or, The Seven Sticks of
Dynamite.
Staking n ClRlm; or, Arletta On Guard.
GrPaser Chase: or. The Outlaws of the Border.
Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wild
H11.rses.
Bolrrnlng a Camp; or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
and the "Busted" Mining Camp: or Arletta
as An Anctlone<>r.
Ousting the Outlaws; or, · The Clean Up At
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1198 .. a!infhe FJ~~asure of the Lake; ,or, Hop Wab'•
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Magic Trick.
book for making all_ kinds of candy, Ice-cream, syrups,
1199 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arietta Cornered
eS$f-nces. etc.
By Rustlers.
No 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the 12
Trapping the Redskins: or, The Last Raid
00
brigl;test and most valuable little books ever given to the
Crazy Horse.
worlcl. Everybody wi.-hes to know how te become beauCave Gimg: or, Arietta•• Desperate
ashdot.the
"
1201
and
tlful. hoth ,male and !.!male. The secret Is simple
..
1202
almost costless.
~ ¼~~~ilbt. the Rockies ,: or, The Luck a Gri1:sly
N. 20_ HOW TO • E'NTERTAI~ AN EVE:!.ING •
.PARTY-A most complete compendmm of gam es. s·ports, 1203 " Elected a Chief; or, Arletta and the Papooae.
1204 " ann "S tinger .Tack"; l!lr, The Bluff That
card di~erslons, comic recitations , etc., suitable. for parWouldn't Work.
lor or drawing-room entertaln1nent. It coutarns. more
1205 .. 8 d th T 1 k T
for the money than any book pu'?lllsbed.
oame. e r c Y rapper; or, Arletta After Big
No. 2s. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Thls little
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